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Convo,plans anger Norwood 
· iBv KARA BENKEN 
NEWS EDITOR 
Norwood residents expressed 
concerns regardjng the construction 
of Xavier's Convocation Center last 
Saturday; where Norwood. Mayor 
Joseph Hoc~bein attempted to quell 
rumors. and explain processes tci 
cautious citizens.' · ' <' 
. . . Approximately 40 residents 
came t0 the gathering at a :Norwood 
home iifter receiving flyers at their 
homes advertising'the need'to "pro-
tect'.' theirneighborhood~ : · · 
· CoyFugett,theNorwoodresi-
dent WQO delivered over 900 flyers . 
. to promote'the meeting, introduced 
···the mayor so he'could discuss this 
. /'big:c"oncem. wit~in:,tlie Norwqdci , 
"'commu·nity/' · · .. · .· · · · . · · 
. .· .. ·. • H6Chbei.n began by inform-
ing the J)eople of the updated infor-
mation concerning the Convocation 
Center, stating that because Xavier 
entered the Atlantic 10 conference, 
the university was apparently com- · 
rnitted to building a new arena on 
campus. 
"I have seen tll,e plans; and it 
looks to be a world-class facility. 
The outside seems to be very aes-
thetically pleasing," Hochbein said. 
Although residents were con-
· · The inside.of Xavi~~·s. C'f:mvocatlon Ce~iet . . Norwood residents are concerned about/he trafficevents 
will bring in.· One option discussed.in Saturday's meeting was blocking traffic entering from the city. 
. ' . . ~ . ' . ' . : : . , : 
"Norwood is not interested in being Xavier's·traffic 
manager . . We wilt take whate.ver action necessary to 
··protect the neighborhood." - Mayor Joseph 
Hochbein 
cerned primarily \Vi.th the effect of that could hoµse acad~mic depart- gin clearing the area for the parking and well-beingofNorwoodcitizens. 
the expansion of Xavier's. commu- ments or support services, but. not lot at Cohen and to run the qverhead Mentor A venue is a streetrun-
Ility into Norwood, Hochbein strived· any kindofhousfog," saidHochbein. powerlities; however, Norwood has ning behind the Cohen Center which 
to assure red~velopmef!t .of .the · Secondly; the redevelopment been slow to comply. is currently closed, al.though some 
Norwood Square area (Kroger and ·must ''make sense" 'for people in ~·we have issu.ed a. permit for plans for the new parking lot show it 
· Captain D's) and positive ,changes Norwood, perhaps in theform of the parking lo(only ... we have not as being open. 
for the citizens of No~ood. good i:eirul opportunities such as issued a. permit to clear the general The mayor emphasized hav-
"Wben Xavier announced its new restaurants. Hochbein is look~ area to begin construction and we ing no intention of opening Mentor 
plans to build the.Convocation Cen- illg to increase the property values do not have a legal obligation to do Avenue, recognizing that Norwood 
ter a year ?go, we engaged in con~ . in the area. so both communities so until all of the issues involving residents have a lot at stake and 
versations with Xavier to make this benefit from the changes. the permits are settled," said stressing ·that discussions with 
awin::winsituation,"saidHochbein. · ·Lastly, thedevelopment"can- Hochbein. "Parking lots don't ex- Xavier officials are going well. 
John Kucia, Administrative not adversely affect ttie residential cite me." Vice President of Financial 
Vice President, recognized the situ- neighborhood" surrounding Xavier. . Mentioning issues. such as Administration, Dr. Richard Hirte, 
ation. ·."We are very interested in · "Le(me beglear," Hochbein preferring un.derground lines as op- mentioned similar setbacks. 
seeing that revitalization becomes a reiterated, "Norwood is not inter- pos~d to the large overhead "With the 44 million dollar 
·reality," he said. ested fo being Xavier's traffic man- powerlines and. conc,erns, about wa- budget constraint, we are undergo-
From ·the early stages, ager. We will take whatever action ter run-off and access in and out of irig some value engineering to re-
Hocbbein's .officials had three re- necessary to protect the neighbor- the lot, Hochbein assured Norwood fine our budget," he said. 
quirements regarding Norwood's hood." residentsthathehadtheirbestinter- Norwood.refused to build a 
slipp9rt of this project. First, any . As plans now stand, the Con- ests .at hand. , , . . new road from the Con vocation 
rector of Norwood, agrees that rede-
velopment of the area in question is 
necessary. 
"That area needs a shot in the 
arm, and between Xavier and 
Norwood, it could be done," said 
Garry. 
Although specific possibili-
ties for. development could not be 
. released, I:Iochbein andGarry men-
. tioried a: new 60,ooo square foot 
·Kroger store, citing the difference 
in Hyde Park s~nce the construction 
of the new Kroger Superstore. · 
"Idori'tknowtooinanypeople 
who are happy with ·the Norwood 
.. Kroger store. Even Kroger isn't 
happy with that store;" said 
Hochbein. ·· · .. 
With the attraction of andm:. 
proved grocery store, the possibili- -- . · 
ti~s· of. devel~pinelit0don't.'.have 'to. 
· involve more 'retail. 
"It is possible that heatth care 
organization offices in the area 
would bring more money to the city, . 
involve less parking because of of-
fice hours and be more aesthetipfor 
the area," said Hocbbein. . 
ThecityofNorwoodhashired 
Michael Schuster and Associates to 
aid in the planning and revitaliia-
tion of the area. 
"With an institutioµal 
committment from Xavier, it would 
be more appealing to the. devefoi>er 
to come here. Because medical of-
fices could be a mixed use, Xavier 
has to be a player he~e/' said 
Hochbein. 
"We are trying to see what on-
campus facilities we could move up 
there,'; said Kucia. . . · 
Fugett seemed content \fith 
the results of the meeting. 
. "I think the people are satis-
fied with the direction the city's 
going to take. :They are worrying 
about.terrible things, and rumor8 are 
starting, and it's better for them to 
hear an explanation from spmeone 
who knows," said Fugett. '.~We are 
here, Xavier is here, we iteed to be 
peaceful about this." 
Hochbein predicted con.struc-
tion to begin as early as the next few 
months if not sooner. 
redevelopment of the area must be vocation Center itself. will not. be ·''.We have the tight to have all Center emptying into the city. How-
first-class, \Vhich . means "up to builfdirectly .on any of Norwood's .·of our· questions answered before ever, because the city of Cincinnati 
Xavier's architectural standards." property, although parts of the park- they get the permit," said Hochbein. has less restrictive parking codes, it ''The fact is, this Convocation 
· ......... ,_~. It is believed that if such rede- ing lot and some of the. overhead "If we lose our neighborhood, what is plausible that a street from Webster Center is going to be built. .. Xavier 
velo~~~~t.~cui.S ;~ ~~~se proxim- powerlines will stretch into do we have left?" to Hopkins leading into Reading is movirig according to their time-
ity to the university, it will benefit ~~!W09<l. _ · , . Hochbein also spoke of the Road may be in question. PJans for table now. . But there may be a 
Xavier and therefore demand some . ·'.The pJan-cru;~ f~ro,y~!_ 1,200 ordinance the Norwood City Coun- new roads have not been made. ~.o.!lfron~tion in the next few weeks, 
additional attention from the uni- new parking spaces on crurtp~s;·--:~!:r~~~~!~ passed specifying ~~e _ _ .... "Fr~!l.!cJy;!~~!l~t..tJJ}_n~?'~Yl~! th~~itymaysayno,"saidHochbein. 
versity, both structurally and finan- .. which is up to code," said Kuda~ : safety director·';-;: ir_~t.tp_ Ql~~~~er- has gotten real about. their traffic," "If this doesn ~t.g~ !}le right way• 
ciatly. · ... · ·:Xavier bas recently appiied tain streets and n~t reopen .the~~- sa;~~~~hb_eJ!!:. · . don't underestimate the J>eopie .. oi 
."We'relookingforabuilding for two permits in Norwood to be- streetS in the interest'of the safety Tim Garry~·j£;; ~~~:~w_l)i~ "-~~rwood." . 
., 
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_Spirit celebration_ 
On Sunday, Sept. 7 at 4:30 p.m., Xavier's Spirit Celebra-
tion will begin at the end of the Residential Mall. The Company 
· will perform during the Mass, followed by a picnic and door 
prizes in front of the University Center. The meal is free and is 
the only meal offered Sunday night for on-campus dining. Red 
banners with this year's logo, designed by '95 graduate Robert . 
·Koch, are.displayed throughout campus, representing the Xavier 
community.· · 
Club Day update 
Club Day will be held on Monday, Sept. 8 from 10 a.m.-3 
.p.m. on the Residential Mall. Over 100 clubs and organizations 
willbeon hand at this event to sign up new members and describe 
what they are all apout. All students, especially freshman are 
encouraged to attend this event. There will also be plenty of free 
. stuff to go around. 
We~knight bteak 
There wm ··be weeknight masses at Bellarmine Chapel 
. every Monday-Thursday from i 0-10:30 p.m. Fr. Matt Gamber, 
S.J. and Mr; Meconi, S.J., will be conducting the services and are 
.looking for readers,. servers, and eucharistic ministers .. _: All are 
:invited to atten9 for a quiet, contemplative break from studies., 
Call 745-3505 with questions .. 
. Plan your days 
Xavier's customized day planner, "Xavier Days;". is avail-
able for purchase through S~pt. 12. For $6, the planner may be 
bought outside the. cafeteria from 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Call 
· ·Brenda Fisher at 745-3004 for information. 
--complied by Kara Benken 
Security Notes 
Monday, Aug. 25, 1 p.m •. 
A student in the Village reported someone stole the driver's 
·· side mirror from a parked car. · · · 
Monday, Sept. 1, 12:36 a.m. 
A student was cited by Safety & Security for.disorderly' 
. co~duct while urinating in a public place. 
Tuesday, Sept. 2, 2:30 a.m. 
A student reported his Schwinn bicycle was stolen from his. 
apartment in theVillage. He later reported a friend had 
borrowed it. · 
Security Note of the Week 
Friday, Aug. 22, 7 p.m. 
J:.. BB gun was confiscated from t~e first floor of 
Husman. Interdisciplinary action is pending. 
University Center 'llext 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Over the summer, a donor 
from Xavier's. Board of Trustees 
came forward with plans ·to help 
revitalize the University Center. The 
plans call for the University Center 
to be razed following the comple-
' tion of the Convocation Center, re- .· 
building a more intimate, yet open· 
facility. 
When th(: facility is rebuilt, it 
will be smaller, and a new theatre 
will be the largest element. Tpe 
current building is almost . 85,0QO Students .will have a new·hub wh~n th'~ current Un,{versity CenterH:: : 
'' replaced thankS io a mystery don~r. ' ._. -~: ... '• 
· square feet, and the new one would 
· · beapproximately65,000squarefeet, 
but thatfigure could change as plans 
become more definite. 
. 
_The proposal for the new is renovated. No date is set for the 
building came about when the do- renovation, but indications are that 
nor approached the University look- it will occur in the summer of 1999. 
ing for a way to make a contribution The Convocation Centeris· due'fo 
to the school. Xavierresponded by open by the fall of 1999 ..• , ,. .. 
sayi,ng the Ulliversity Center is· a. Dr. Ron Slepitz~Vice Presi..: 
· , .. significant need right now. Xavier dent for Student Development, is 
will now cr~ate a pioposalfor what heading tip the comrilittee that will 
a new building will be like .and review what the needs are fora new 
presentittothedonofsollletim~_this University Center. Among .the 
fall. The University does not wish things he hopes to see included are 
to identify the donor's name at this meeting rooms, student organiza-
time. tion offices, administrative offices, · 
The University Center cur- the theater, and sonie retail space~ .. 
rentlyhousesthePresident'soffice, . Construction ofthe Univer-
4ining<servi9~s. and sev~r~,admin7,,~ sity,,.Center c~not begin~until din-
istrative and student offices in addi- .. · ing services has movedto the Con-
tion to the Universtiy Theatre. Din- vocation Center. Slepitza srud the 
'ing servfo.es will ~e moved into t_he workshoillcl take 15 to 18 months to 
Convocation Center when that fa- · complete. 
cility is finished. The President's. PartofXavier'sstrategicplan 
office wm move to the second floor for ren9vations ~lready included $8 
. of Schmidt Hall when that building million to restore the building. When 
the offer of a donation came for-
ward; . officials decioed spending. a_:, 
little more money to rebuild:would 
-niake sense. "Probably for notsub..: 
stantially,more we can build a: new 
building/' said Slepitza; · · 
Some of the features of.the 
new University Center will .. be .a 
· more. open atrp.osphere and Inote · 
natural light, a,dfrect'route through 
the building itself as well a8· th(: 
heart of campus, and the p9ssibility ... 
of a24 hour food service. ' ' "'' ':." .. :: 
"It's very e~citing to find a 
person who is concerned about '.a ' 
place for the students to feel at.. 
• hOme," said Slepitza. · . · ··~~.;;;:;::.:; ;~::~:;: 
. ':~-::7~~ 
' ' 
Kara Benken also contri~~ted.: : __ · 
to this story. · ·.·" · ::.:.~: ;: 
Cafe serves up cb1lnges 
BY ~y ZVmCKI the size of the dining room in 'the 'arid cold fo~d cold. ' 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
Convocation Center,' as well as the . · "Ihope by movirig theme cui-
addition of large banquet rooms',· ·sine and the deli out into th~ dining. 
conference centers, concessions, fill~ - rOom ·· we . can increase . customer . 
It looks like there is no limit to catering. . throughput,: while at the same time~' 
Xavier'sgrowthandexpansion.Not Yaeger has had an.extensive limit the amount' of time=peopie~-
only is the campus looking better, background in food service and has spend in lin~." said Yaeger.. . ·.· 
butsoisthecafeteria. Yes, it's true: spent 25 years as of last° November · · "We have also provided new 
Xavier students are actually raving working with Mariott~ Before com- . menus, so hopefully variety will n~­
about cafeteria food. ing to Xavier; he ,had \\'.~rked :\Vi.th-a 'longer be an issue with st\iderits,. 
"I can't get over the changes variety ofcolleges, including West- either:·~ . . .. _ .. · · ·· . 
to the cafeteria this year," said jun- em Maryland,. Oberlin, arid -most· From. student reactions the 
ior Colleen Savage. recently John Carroll University, ·changes appear to be a complete 
"Not only has the quality of. where he had spent the last seven success. Even those experiencing. 
food improved dramatically, but so . years as their director of fi:iod 'ser~ · their first year at Xavier have~good 
has the variety: For instance, they vice. things to say. ' ' , :~-::~:·:~ : · '.'.. · 
now have more options when it "I love higher education din- . "Frqm the way everyonewas. 
comes t0 non-carbonated drinks." ing aitd enjoy working-inJesuit in- talking when I got here, Tdidn'f 
So who gets the credit for this stitutions," said Yaeger. know what.to expect, butl am:~appy. 
surge in cafetenafovers? The ma- "It provides a wide variety of to say it is definitely bettefthiii1.J 
jority of the. credit goes fo Xayier' s experiences; !lnythi,l)g from;.!iining expected," said freshman-Me~edith 
. new food service Company, Mariott, hall; retail operation, to banqueta~~ . Cross. '"When you think: 6f cafete-
and Dari Yaeger,'the general man- catering. It's so1:nethiQgj9ji;don't •:_:riafoodyotidon'ttisu·allytliiilkofit 
ager. . . . get bored with. college·stude'nts · ·as· being gooa, buisurprisingly, 'it 
In past years, Xavier's food · have a tendency to k~~p you youn¥ ~s:'' · · ,. .. 
servicecompailyhasbeenAramark. and thinking," he said. · · · · 
but with the Convocation Center on . . ·· . Accordin~ ~()_ .. ~ ;'.~gt:r ;·au· . 
itsway, Xavierneeded fofocus on c,~~.~~ir~n·thedining area were re- · 
. • · ·1 the future'.. .· .. .. . . . . . lated to surveys and focus groups 
--compiled by Amy Zywicki . ___ :.~ c •. ;,_~;;ier·iet out to find a con- . which called for more variety; as 
. -. -~ . tractor that would be able to handle · we Has the need to keep hot food hot 
·I 
····· Do you know what's happening 
on Xavier's campus?! 
. TO BE IN TH-E KNOW, buy Xavier Days, 
· · ·· the XU Student Day Planner!!! 
.• It's only $ ~ .0,0 ! ! 
t .. < •, '> I " • • • • ' • 0 ;· ; • ," • • ' ' ' : • • : : ~ • ' ' .;·.·· '' .·' . : 
.: --Av·ailable at the following locations: 
'.,. •" ............. '''' 
Tues. 9/2 
Wed.· 9/3·· 
Thurs. 9/4 
Fri. 9/5 
Mon:· · 9/8 ·· 
Tues ... 919 
Wed. 9/10 
Thurs .... 9/11 
Fri. 9/12 
Cafe Lobby 
. Cafe Lobby 
Commuter Info Center 
Commuter Info Center 
Club Day on the Mall 
Commuter Info Center 
Commuter Info Center 
Commuter Info Center 
Commuter Info Center· 
8:30am - 3:30pm 
8 :30am - 5 :OOpm 
1 O:OOam-4:00pm 
1 O:OOam-2:00pm 
11 :00am-3:00pm 
1 O:OOam-6:30pm-
1 O:OOam-6:30pm 
10:00am-4:00pm 
10:00am-2:00pm 
The Commuter Info Center is located on the ground floor of the 
University Center across from the· Grill. 
Sponsored by Student Services x3205 
•• •·'r .. 
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Algae has Schott New PC lab planned. 
• • 
seemggreen 
BY AMY ZYWICKI 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR. 
Schott Hall seems to be the 
new focus of rising concern on 
campus. 
Oddly enough the concern is 
centered around environmental con-
ditions within the building itself. 
According to Dr. Richard 
Hirte, Vice President for Financial 
Administration, the concerns are re-
lated to moisture which is appar-
ently emitting from certain areas 
located on the upper roof deck of 
Schott. 
In order to further evaluate 
the conditions of Schott and the ac-
tual problems that may have been 
fostered by the water seepage, the 
University has enlisted the services 
of SRW Environmental Services, 
'Inc. (SRW). 
During the next couple of 
weeks, the SRW will be in Schott to 
conduct sampling and analysis in an 
attempt to locate any fungi or bacte-
ria that may have resulted from the 
water seepage. 
In addition to the tests being 
conducted by the SRW, Hirte has 
called in an industrial hygienist. The 
hygienist intends to interview occu-
pants regarding the quality of the 
indoor air. 
"Based upon these tests, the 
University will make all necessary 
corrections if warranted," stated 
Hirte." 
Hirte assures students.there is 
no need to worry. 
"Be assured that the Univer-
sity is committed to.asafe working 
environment for all of our staff," 
said Hirte. 
Got a hot news tip? 
Call us with your 
story ideas! 745-
3122 is our 
number. You can 
earn $5 for your 
·.effort. 
.. Jll 
• 
CANTINA® 
JOIN.OUR F1EITT' Al ·. 
If you are interested in a fun, 
exciting, lively environment, then Rio 
Bravo Cantina is the place for you! 
Rio Bravo needs energetic, fun-loving 
individuals. If you want to have a 
good time and earn MUCHO DINERO in 
the process, stop by and see us! 
Bring an Amigo or two along, and let 
the FIEST A begin! 
Accepting Applications for 
SERVERS, HOST /HOSTESSES, 
GENERAL UTILI1Y 
Full & ·Part-Time· Available 
Mon - Sat 2 - 4 pm · 
7980 Hosbrook Rd. 
Madeira, OH · 
BY AMY ZYWICKI 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
This semester Xavier has 
taken a giant leap into the modern 
world of technology. Not only have 
·all the computers in all the computer 
labs been replaced, but plans are 
underway to add a new lab in the 
University Center's Down under. 
According to Ron Slepitza, 
Xavier's Vice President for Student 
Development, the computers were 
replaced in order to keep up with the 
new technological advances. All 
together, Slepitza estimates around . 
135 new computers can be found on 
Xavier's campus. 
"If you look at just the last 
three years there has been an obvi-
ous change in technology and we 
felt we needed to upgrade, and in-
New computers are all the rage in the computer labs. All of the labs 
have been outfitted with new systems for the fall semester. 
tend to continue to upgrade those pays in tuition. 
computers as technology changes," "We are very careful about 
Slepitza said. how we spend this. money,''. said 
The need for a 24 hour moni- Giles, tiie ·director of information 
tored computer lab became appar- systems and services. 
ent when problems with computers . "We spent a great deal of time 
in the dorms began to escalate. prioritizing what will be most ben-
"As we looked at the labs in eficial to the students." · 
the residence halls there were com- According to Giles, the high-
puters on a couple of floors that est priority will be .the new student 
were hard to monitor and because of computer lab, which. will be in the 
that they were continually breaking University Center and· in~ends to 
down," said Slepitza. "We thought operate24hoursaday, seven days a 
·a better way to provide computer week. ·· · 
services would. be to have a facility . The new computer lab is un-
. that. 'w.ould' be open. late and c~uld : der. construction right now . and is 
accommodate the students." . expected to be completed sometime 
Therefore, the University around fall;, 
Technology Committee was formed AccordingtoSlepitza, the new 
by Father Hofflast year and chaired computer lab will be equipped with 
byDoriridaGiles. Thecommitteeis a computer technician. ~e~~y.at all 
responsible for determining the di- times to assist students with any 
rection the university will go iil terms questions they might have. 
of technology. "Computer labs are places you 
Starting this year, each full expect to have good quality equip· 
time undergraduate student paid a ment,"saidSlepitza. ''Thisnewcom-
$60 technology fee for each semes- puter lab facility will serve as the 
ter. This amount was clearly sepa- primary way of providing techno-
rated from the amount each student · logical support to residents as well 
as commuter students any time of 
day." 
Along with the new comput-
ers in the Downunder, attempts have 
been made to acquire a copy service'· 
for printing purposes. In addition; 
efforts are underway to establish. 
some sort offood service along wit~. . 
the vending machines that are al-
ready in the Downunder. 
"It's nice to see Xavier move 
forward in technology," said junior 
Spencer Underhill. 
"The new computers appear · 
to be more user friendly as well as 
being faster and equipped with newer 
. . . \ 
software. Somehowthismakessrep-
ping into ihe' co1:..iputer lab a little 
less frightening/' he said. 
With the addition of all the 
new computers around campus, it is 
easy to forget about. the old ones. 
According to'Slepitza the 'old com-
puters once housed in places like 
Alter and the McDonald. Library 
have been reassigned to offices and 
departments scattered around 
campus: 
Aerobic Schedule Fall 1997 
.Monday 
· 8-8:45 a.m 
5-6p.m. 
6-6:30 p.m. 
7:30-8:30 p.m; 
Class Choiee 
Hi/Low 
. ~ (up:;t:airs) 
Step. 
Tuesday .. 
noon-12:45 p.m.Hi/Low 
5-6 p.m. Hi/Low 
Wednesday 
8-8:45 a.m. 
5:30-6p.m. 
6-7p.m .. 
7-8p.m. 
Class. Choice 
Al:s (upstairs) 
Advanced Step 
Step 
Thursday... . 
noon-12:45 p.m.Hi/Low 
6-7 p.m.. Step/Boxing MifC 
F.riday 
Maria. 
Marisa 
'Iieme!;i 
Jeannie 
Jeannie 
Maria 
Maria· 
.'Iiemey 
''Iierney 
Vllg:inia 
Jeannie 
Vllg:inia . 
3-4 p.m. Step . Marisa 
*Fun Friday will take place tie first Friday of each m:nth. 
I.et us know What classes you v.uuld like to tJ:y* 
Saturday & SUnday 
noon-1 p.m. Step Altet:nate 
~ '. 1 
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Ahhe end of the spring semester; lllatiy. ofyoti ¢i(~f:<!tec1 t~ -i:¢tgrn •. 
t() Xavier after the summer and see d:instr4btl()h wel1Jh1der~~y ()~ ii}~ 
¢onvos<ltforiCeriter. . . . . · ·. . ·.. • .. · · .................. ·.··•· ·. •• < •.•• 
Well,the fall semester has begun, all of you at¢ back,; ;md Xavier 
is, weU; still tlie sarne as. you (eft it. · . · .· .•.. · . ·.. . ... · ... ·. ·• · .. · p , • • • •• • 
. trailer~:~Jgffu~~id6~=~()~~0$:~1~~J~~~l~}~~iljf ~~s1tR~~~~tl;~· 
as Cohen Field becoming a parkirigiot, th~thasri;t tiappell¢4yet. 1:4e 
above ground power lines hav¢n't been i:noyeg1¢j~lj~r~ ll~pg;ftiere.fsh'f 
any coristructiOri equipment to be seen arifwhere ~6und cruilpus; 
exceptmay.be alJ the barrels on 1-71. .. •.. . 
·· You would think that the project would $ta,rt so(jni tll.ougti. Afte.r 
all, Xavier is aiready selling seat agreements forthe basketball games 
in the 1999-2000 season. . ·. 
.. Not too mtiny administrators arewiUi~g to talk: a~(Jut the progress 
ofthe project Dr. Richard Hirte, Xaviees vice.~presideritfor financial 
administration, cails the current stage of the projeetihe "value ~n_gineer,; 
irig" stage. .· . .· .. 
in the la~t year, theNewswitehas done sevei'<ll features that have 
outlined the pla11 for the Convo Ceilter project Ncme ()f the$e repbi:ts 
mentioned .the "value engineering;' stage, This stag¢; evidently; is 
where Xavier tries to make the pi'cijecrcheapertha~ ih~ cl_eal they ha ye 
now .. · According to theJuly J web$ite upd~te o(t~e}{e~.sW~re; the first 
· ... ·· ..• ·'Let'~·1ookat.the·positives._.The longer Xavier waitsto_buH~ the 
NOT 
IHAT I 
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When statistics 
become reality 
BY CHAD ENGELLAND 
AssT. OP-ED EDITOR 
Saturday, I was eating dinner 
over a· friend's apartment when. I 
heard about a murder and rape that 
occurred the night before involving 
two University. of Kentucky stu-
dents . 
Later, I would learn the de-
tails from the Lexington paper. A 
male and female were attacked as 
they walked alone. The attacker 
killed the inale and raped and stabbed 
the female. The woman survived, 
though her condition was not re.;. 
leased. I shuddered atthe thought of 
such an evil act, but the conversa-
tion turned to other things, and that 
was that. 
Except it wasn't. Late Satur-
day evening a good friend of mine 
from my home town, .a sophomore 
at Xavier, called me, With her tired 
words she broughtthat anonymous 
incident at UK to a breathing, living 
reality. The victim of the horrible 
crime, that unspeakable act called 
rape, was her cousin. 
This cousin was in my '95 
. graduating class at Memorial High 
School. I doubled with her and a 
good friend of m~ne for our senior 
year Christmas dance. I went to grade 
school with her, survived· science 
class by writing notes back arid forth 
with her, and kissed her while play-
ing spin the bottle. I even had a 
crush on her all of eighth grade. 
And now that tragic story of 
a~onymity was more than a rumor 
and the fodder of dinner time con-
versation - now. that story was a 
reality involving a person I knew, 
someone with a recognizable face. I 
could hardly believe it. 
We see violent depictions of 
. the most heinous acts in inovies aitd 
television shows every day. Brutal 
acts, murders, and rapes - things 
we see again and again as fictional 
realities, we read in the papers and 
see in the news about such crimes, 
except this time they are "real." We 
grow used to the climate, though; 
we grow calloused and indifferent. 
It seems almost inhuman to 
react as we do, but we don't really 
have another choice, do we? We 
must live our lives, and we simply 
cannot give each tragedy its due or 
our lives would be one long funeral 
procession. . 
· We just might have a choice, 
though. Ifwe can remember that the 
anonymous stories of the papers and 
news do involve flesh and blood 
human beings, maybe we can retain 
a bit of our humanity in the face of 
such a maddening and desensitizing 
culture. Maybe with such a simple. 
rule of thumb, we can avoid that 
hardening of our heart that will even-
. tually shock our self-respect to the 
point we can no longer· recognize 
ourselves or our pain. 
To that grade school friend 
and high school comrade, I wish 
you the joy and peace you are de-
served. May the evil · of that day 
remain there, never to touch you 
again. Thank you for the lesson in 
humanity. 
Letters to the editor and 
guest columns can be submitted to 
our offices in the Cohen Center or 
by e-mailing them to our address: 
xunews@xavier.xu.edu. Letters 
must be received by the Monday 
before publication. They must be 
signed and the Newswire reserves 
the right to edit all submissions. 
-~ • 't 
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Fantasy and the 'Real World' 
Channel-surfing reveals MTV's faulty formula for reality 
BY JEFF DAVIS mid-life crises, Regard-
less of what the OP-ED EDITOR singing songs 
about the good 
It all started when I missed a old days. "Ken gathered everybody crew planned to do with·· the 
money doesn't 
concern me. But 
what does, is the 
fact that in the 
real "Real 
World," a bunch 
of kids who look 
like they haven't 
bathed in a week 
and who prob-
Ken's secret. One said she was 
proud of Ken and felt that he was a 
hero. What- Superpansy? 
If Ken were in the real "Real 
W<?rld" I guarantee he would be 
searching for another apartment, that 
is if his eyes weren't swollen shut. 
week and a half of Atlanta Braves Yeah, the 
telecast on TBS. I had just moved good old days, 
into a new apartment that had not the seventies I 
yet been installed with cable. I believe they 
guess that's what you get when rent called it. I just 
is only a case of beer. wonder if they 
around a table and pronounced to 
his friends and to the entire MTV As far as MTV' s show goes, 
it's a shame we all live in a fantasy 
world of paying bills, living in three 
by three foot apartments with no air 
conditioning and working 40 hour 
weeks. 
In my p.tevious living quar- are making up viewing audience that he was a 
ters, I had basic cable. I got TBS, their songs 
CNN, The Weather Channel, and about the 
the Home Shopping Network (a wasted decade. 
network I got really tired of after my After all, do you 
roommates would come in drunk at really think they 
3 a.m. and order stuff in my name). can remember any of it? 
This time I wanted to spend a Anyhow, as I flippedthrough 
few extra bucks so I could get more the channels, I came across MTV - · 
quality channels like Fishing Cen- . Moron Television. I had seen this 
tral Television and The World network before, buthadneverreally 
Championship Wrestling Network. watched it. There was a show on 
However, along with those called "The Real World." 
fine channels came goofy channels It was about a group of 20-
like The Fashion Network. I tuned something-year-olds who came 
in The Fashion Network one evening from different backgrounds and ar-
and found what seemed to be a man, eas of the country. They were all 
dressed up like a woman. brought to live 'together in a house 
Itwasexplainedthattheman's ·and cameras followed them around 
clothing style was very "in" in areas as they went through the ups and 
of Europe.· downs 'of the "real world." 
I don't care how damn "in" However, as I continued to 
wearing dresses is - I would never watch, it became very clear to me 
put one on, especially for the $880 that the ... RealWorld,'' was about as 
they were asking for it. Hell, I'd · real· as a Spid~rman comic book. 
give the wussy$25 if he'd taken the · After the "stars" were intro-
dress off and put on a pair of jeans duced, the camera panned down to 
(off camera, of course). this palatious mansiOn that sat on 
·Then there's VH-1, a music· Miami Beach; Sure, it's the typical 
channel that likes to show videos of house any barely high~scnool edu- · 
old men and women going through cated group of 20-year-olds would· 
transvestite." 
ably couldn't 
name the last 
have. two presidents, would never be 
A pool surrounded by palm handed over $20 thousand to play 
trees sat withiri 15 feet of the beach. with. 
Beautiful women walked practically . What the people on the show 
naked down the beach- a perfect reallyneedaredirectionstotheclos..: 
view from the fourth floor spa win- est barber and a bar of soap. 
dow.' My impression of the show 
:I turned and· looked out my . continued to get worse after the kids · 
window and saw. a drunk ·fat· guy in the group decided to have a team 
sitting on his·balcony along with a meeting one night. 
beautiful view of a brick wall. Yep, Itturned.out that "Ken" had 
real world alright. · ari .announcement he wanted .to tell 
Asth~·shoWwenton,ilearned ·. evetyb()dy .. ·Ken.gathered every~ 
that these real woi:ld indivi!itials were .·, 1Jody around a table and pronounced 
given an outrageous ariount. of_ to his friends and to the entire.MTV' 
money to start a.business:·. · ... , . · :viewingaudiencethathewasatr:ans-
1 think the executives at MTV ·. : vestite. · 
hadsoniethinglikeahambur~erjoirit; ·: · Then; any comprehension of 
or a painting or lawncutting busi~ the show that was leftin me, died. 
'ness in mi.nd. . . . ' . . '. l . . : ; All of the friends .got updn reaction ' 
Ho~eyt;r, by t~e w:ay_the indi:-. to· his announce~ent: .~~tJ1ugg~. 
viduals on the show acted, I've got him as. though he· was the second 
to believe they used that money to. corning of Jesus Christ. 
harvest left-handed Luckies out be- At this point, they all went on 
hind the pool house. . camera to tell how they felt about 
We should all get off our asses 
and get moving like they do on "The 
Real World." 
Nothing makes me sicker than 
when I see a construction. worker 
out making a living. I jusHhink to 
myself, ''ThatworthlessS.O.B. Why 
doesn't he go out and golf." 
Why can'tour government do 
more about people who labor every-
day. Work. What a fantasy life. 
Granted, in the MTV "Real 
• World,"weallhavetolearn to make 
sacrifices like sharing. the spa and 
taking turns malting pifia coladas to 
drink by the pool :_ butthere' s ·no . 
excuse to work. 
·One day all ofus who work 40 · 
hour weeks will get out ofout little 
dream worlds and make· the "Real 
World" purchase of aDonald Trump 
type chunk of real estate and maybe 
a boapvith t~injetskis,,, .... ,: . ., , .. · 
;,: -~Yeah,:'lif~ .. 011 i:he ·beach: .. 
Twenty-thousand dollars. A trans-
. vestite named Ken. Now that's real 
world. 
Norm knows secret··to happiness 
BY TOM DECORTE 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
W e I 1 , 
alright, the second 
best. My friend 
Less than a year from now, Norm has the ulti-
myself, along with the rest of my mate view. Sit-
feJlow classmates, wm be graduat- ting atop the chair 
ing from the sheltering campus of umpires platform, 
Xavier University and entering a he oversees many. 
fierce job market. · of the top matches 
"He probably doesn't make·one 
tenth of the salary that the players he 
officiates make, but just maybe Norm 
Chryst is happier than they are." 
all the while he is 
doing this, he has 
a small, contented 
grin on his face. 
It's as if 
.ther~ is no place 
in the world he'd 
rather be than on 
center court, pre-
siding over a pro-
fessional tennis 
match. 
That's 
~at there is happiness to be found 
and that one day, I might be like 
him. 
I may not be President of 
NBC sports or writing for 
Newsweek, but if someone will pay 
me to broadcast or report on a 
major professional sport enough to 
make a living, I'll be quitea happy 
individual. l'msurel'mnottheonlyone during the week. 
going through major anxiefy at-· · I first met 
tacks, worrying about what will Norm casually, 
transpire in the ~onths ahead. .. during the warm.-
Luckily for me, though, I up before one of the first round view is pretty good up there." ·whatinspiresmesoabouttheman. 
metapersonwhochangedmyout- inatches. He. was very pleasant, · Asthematchbegan;lfourid He probably <foesn't make one 
look a little and sparked sonie hope which is unusual for chair um- myself· getting less interested. in tenth of the salary that the players 
that I can make it. pires, who are usually stoic and the mat~h ·being played and more .· he officiates make, but just maybe 
··Norm' is in his sixth year on 
the tour as a chair umpire. Really, 
his story is fascinating and if the 
ATP didn't have a silly rule .about· 
interviewing officials, I could go 
into more detail. 
The Grea~ American· Irisur-:- stem. into watching Norm control the Norm .Chryst is happier'thap they 
I'm .sw.:_e No~ must)1ave 
spent several years as a: line judge, 
before that t>fficiating college and ance ATP Championship is ·held . . We ran through a couple of acti.on on the court. 
every August up in Mason. It . protocolitems,andwesettleddown 'He coo1municated with his 
features almost all the top men's to d9 our jobs, Norm to umpire the line judges, nodding in approval 
tennis players in the world. as the match, anci me to remind people to . after a tough call, or givillg them a 
premier warm.:.up tournament for frequent the concession stands. wink or a smile after overruling 
the US Open. . · . I didn'_t run into hiJii until them ... 
As the on-court public ad~ two days later.· He smiled, looked He calmly calls the players 
dress announcer,.I .hWi the fortu~ directly toward me, and greeted back to. the court :after ''the'' 
nate task of being forced to watch m~ by name. . .- . . change_ov~rs and; listens to their 
the best players in the world duke''· · We c~ually chatted, and · compl~ntS'overclosecalls,asifhe 
it out on center .court every day. then he told me, ''You've got a canoverturnap0intthattheirrnishit 
Seated right behind th~ pfayers' great)ob,thebestseiitinthehouse." backhandcau'sed.' · 
benches, I have the best seat in the I reminded him of his choice What separates this from a 
house. . seat, and he replied, "Yeah, the normal umpire's demeanor is that 
... 
are. 
As l enter ;my last year of localmatches;andbeforethat,high 
college, I often wonder where I'll school matches. 
end 'up after graduation'. Will I be " He worked his butt off to get . 
insoine-podunktowncoveringthe where he is and he's enjoying· the 
latest high. school. football :8a0te? fruits of that labQ~, 
Will I 1>e writlJtg columns some.:. . . Sure there are dues for me to. 
wher~ in a big city? ·Will I ·be · pay and many high sch<K)lba8ket:._,' : 
broadca5tlng sports on the radio or ball games, · wrestling . matches, · 
television? Willi ·be flipping gymnastics c:ompetitions, and'rni.;. 
burgersatRally'sonMoritgomecy nor league hoc~ey games to be 
and Cleanay? · · covered, but soon I'll be with you, 
. . Obvfously, I have no idea, Norm. Soon I'll be smiling all the 
but people 'like Norm remind me time, too. . 
Terrorism, Russian arsenal 
make nuclear threat ·real 
BY JASON BLINDAUER 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
The most potential threat, 
however, isn't directly from any 
government. 
With governments, even the 
most brutal or despotic, their re~ 
Nowadays, Europeans and mainsacapacityforreason, thusitis 
Am~ricans seem to feel more secure 'required for the mechanics of orga-
from the possibility of Armaged- · nization and control. 
don, whether by nuclear or conven- Therefore, we can assQme 
tional methods. there will be some pretext for com-
The era of Dr. Strangelove promise, or diplomacy, through 
hasallbutdissipatedandtheworld's which to make amends. 
ready to embrace an epoch of un- Whatifthenuclearthreatisn't 
precedented peace, or is it? from another government though? 
The military is being Terrorism, especially nuclear ter-
downsized whil,e many leftist think- roi:ism, entails fanaticism. How does 
ers are mandating an end to Ameri- one deal with fanatics? 
can imperialism, but are we letting Following the fall of the So-
our guard down? The fact is the viet Union, Russia's reluctant ad-
possibilityofnuclearannihilationis mission that it didn't possess an 
more real than ever. exact count of its nuclear arsenal 
Under the bipolar control of sent the American public reeling. 
the Cold War, America and Russia Russia has a huge arsenal of 
exercised tight control over their over 6,000 warheads, Chernobyl-
allies, therefore, a nuclear attack style nuc~ear reactors famed for the 
would have likely only been initi- production of weapon's grade plu-
ated by one of the two superpowers. tonium, · and they dared lax their 
Now, nuclear proliferation is physical control over these sub-
.not being checked with proper su- stances. 
pervision. Later, CIA and European 
.North Korea and Iran, two InterPol confirmed our worst fears 
countries often in opposition to the · with the discovery of nuclear mate-
United States, are now believed to rials being bought and sold on the 
have developed the bomb.. Paki- German blackmarket. Who knows 
stan, ·in all likelihood, . is ·not far how much· ha8 escaped and into 
behind~ whose hands. 
After the Gulf War, the world Scariest of all is the threat of 
community forced Iraq to destroy annihilation, not by human inten-
most of its experimental facilities tion, but by accident. Imagine an 
for producing bioiogical, ·chemidil,': electronic glitch deciding the fate of 
ari~fiiu~1eai weapons; but'many in tlie'huiiian''face: .,,. · "' · ... ,. · · 
the UN feel a formidable amount of As ·a matter of fact, it has 
these such complexes remain un- almost happened a number of times 
' covered. already. 
Like any nuclear force, mis-
sile systems are based on solid state 
electronics which require dutiful 
upkeep. 
Yet Russia's defense minis-
ter, Igor Rodionov, admits their Stra-
tegic Nuclear Forces are receiving 
only about 11 percent of the finance 
necessary to accomplish that. 
On January 25, 1995, thanks 
in part to archaic radar equipment, 
Russia misinterpreted a Norwegian 
weather rocket as an incoming 
ICBM from an American Trident 
nuclear submarine. 
What followed was almost the 
release of a full salvo ofICBMs on 
the eastern seaboard of the United 
States. This amongst· other occa-
sions have many Pentagon officials 
deeply concerned about the· state of 
Russia's unconventional arsenal. 
A visitto one of Russia's stra-
tegic defense bases illustrates the 
full extent of the problem. The 
equipment and machinery are in dis-
array. 
The soldiers are impoverished 
and demoralized, many haven't been 
paid in months. The security of 
these installations is even much to 
be desired. The Strategic Nuclear 
Forces also has the highest suicide 
rate out of any organization in the 
Russianmilitary. Theconsequences 
of allowing such deterioration of 
one of the world's largest nuclear 
cachets could be tragic. 
In conclusion, technology is 
like a Pandora's box, once revealed 
there' is 'no turning' back.,-· 
I only pray human beings dis-
cover the discipline to better mind 
their creations before it is too late. 
Thoughts on Princess Di: 
BY KARA BENKEN 
NEWS EDITOR 
Had I not experienced a 
particular friendship this summer, 
Princess Diana's death probably 
would have passed by me rather. 
quickly, growing tired of watch-
ing every news station cover vari-
ous aspects of the crash and re-
views of her short life. 
. I, however, had the privi-
lege of both underestimating and 
then coming to the sharp realiza-
tion of the magnitude of her death. 
Zoe Dawson,afriend of mine and 
author of the following poem, 
graduated from Manchester Uni-. 
versity in England last.spring with 
aB;A. in Modern Languages and 
then came to work in the United 
States as a camp counselor in 
June. 
Her nationalism is admi-
rabfo, yet she is quick to point out 
the faults in the English monar-
chy and political system. One of 
her biggest qualms was always 
the lack of privacy laws in her 
country, decrying the trapped life 
some individuals are forced to 
lead as a result of their fame. 
"Well, I hope the press is 
happy now ... " she cried when she 
saw the headlines of the paper. "I 
can't believe it, I just can't be-
lieve it; she was the one good 
thing about our country." 
A light has gone out and I can no longer see the way 
Your smile has disappeared on this miserabl.e day 
Where is your spirit amongst all this hysteria? 
Your refined beauty and elegant exterior 
It seems lost already to the wolves of the press 
Who hounded your life and caused this bloody mess 
Our Princess is gone so now what do we do? 
There is no one to follow who is so sincere and true 
No one we can love in the same way we did you. 
"Goonight" my sweet Princess, it seems you weren't meant to stay 
In this gluttonous world that stole your life away 
Too precious by far to stick it out alone 
Still we listened to your cries but sat and watched at home 
Your loves become ours and your dreams ours to share 
It is unfathomable to me how much you really did care. 
Empty is how I feel; empty and ashamed 
There is no running away from the price that you paid. 
From the pain that you bOre in your isolated palace 
To the streets' of Africa's diseases 
You are one and the same 
i. My Princess and my friend 
' The child that weeps forever 
For the world it tried to mend. By Zoe Dawson 
On media responsibility: 
BY TOM DECORTE 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
About 95 percent of the 
time I'm pretty excited to be a 
member of the media. The pur-
suit of information and the truth 
. and telling compelling stories is 
indeed invigorating. · 
I enjoy the comraderie of 
producing a weekly newspaper 
with some of my best friends.. I 
· enjoy all the thrilling sporting 
events that I have had the privi-
lege to cover. 
. Whatidon'tenjoyarethese 
fringe journalists, who snoop 
around celebrities looking for the 
million dollar picture and end up 
giving the whole ofthe media an 
even· worse public image than it 
already has. 
All the circumstances that 
surround the death of Diana, Prin-
cess of Wales, aren't completely 
known yet. What we do know is 
that their car was travelling in 
excess of 100 miles per hour be-
cause they were being chased by 
several photographers, in search 
of a shot of the Princess and her. 
companion, Dodi Fayed. 
I'm sure during the next 
.few days there will be much.dis-
cussion on how . the paparazzi 
· shouldbebettercontrolledorhow 
it can be regulated. It is likely that . 
no action will be taken because 
these scum that call themselves 
journalists will hide behind their 
rights of free speech and go on 
about their business~ 
There is only one clear so-
lution to · the problem of the 
paparazzi, and that is to hit them 
where it hurts the most. The rest 
of the media needs to concentrate 
on our own ethics. 
If the material that these 
people create isn't published, then 
it is useless to pursue it. As long 
as people are buying the issues, 
this. problem will continue to fes-
ter. Basically, it comes down to 
the media governing itself and 
doing what is right for the people, 
not forthe almighty doilar. 
· lcan't say I feel any real 
connection toward the Princess 
or that my world will come crash-
ing down because she is gone. 
Butl can relate to her two young 
children ~hat will have to go 
through there5toftheir lives with-
out the guidance of their mother. 
Not only that but those five people 
in my field that were in pursuit of 
the million dollar pictlire were 
partly responsible, criminally or 
not 
That feeling makes me sick 
inside. Sometimes I wonder if 
I'm the only one in my business 
who feels that way. 
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Rec Spoi;ts offerings 
Xavier's Recreational Sports Department has a number of ways 
for you to get out and meet new people, and to help you keep off the 
"Freshman 15." 
The O'Connor Sports Center is Xavier's on-campus workout 
facility. It features a pool, weight room, and racquetball and basketball 
_courts. The Sports Center is open 7 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Thursday, 
7 a.m.-8 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays, and l 0 a.m.-6 p.m. on Sundays. 
Call 745-3208 for more information. 
The Rec Sports Department also offers a variety of aerobic 
classes this fall. Among the fall offerings will be step classes, boxing/ 
step mix classes, low classes and hi/low classes. The classes cost $30, 
and enrollments are accepted in the Sports Center. Call 745-3209 for 
· more information. 
The Intramural Sports Department also has a full slate planned 
for the fall. Things will kick off with the "Welcome Back 3-on-3 
Volleyball Challenge." The event will take place on the cornerofDana 
A venue and Victory Parkway beginning at 3 p.m. on Friday afternoon 
Sept. 5. Sign-ups are being accepted now, and will continue through 
the start of the tournament. 
Also offered this fall will be men's and coed softball, coed 
. indoor/outdoor soccer, coed all-terrain volleyball, a power level of 
triples volleyball and men's and women's flag football. Sign-ups for 
all of these sports continues until Sept. 10. It costs $20 per team to 
participate in intramural sports. Call 745-2856 for more information. 
For those who are looking for something a little more competi-
tive than intramurals, Xavier offers a range of club sports. This year, 
the club sports being offered are boxing, crew, fencing, ice hockey, 
men's and women's lacrosse, martial arts, sailing, soccer and men's 
and women's volleyball. Call 745-2856 forinformation on how to join 
a club sport team. 
·Pete Holtermann 
Last call for baseball 
The Cincinnati Reds have struggled through the 1997 campaign. 
· Although there is no pennant race to watch, and Deion Sanders and 
Barry Larkin are both hurt, there still may be reason to head on down 
to Cinergy Field before the season wraps up. 
- . 
Tonight is the last of the inaugural inter-league games in Cincin-
nati as the Reds host the Kansas City Royals at 7:35 p.m. 
This weekend, the pretender-turned-playoff contender Pitts-
burgh Pirates arrive for a four game series. The Bucs and Reds will 
play night games on Thursday and Friday, and will close out the series 
with matinees on Saturday and Sunday. 
The Chicago Cubi; open a three-game set against the Reds on 
Monday at Cinergy. The Cubbies have about a five-game cushion on 
the Reds for the N.L. Central basement. 
The last time Pedro Martinez came to town with Montreal, he 
tossed a one hitter. The Expos return next Wednesday for two games 
against the Reds. 
Next weekend, the Central Division leading Houston Astros 
close out the Reds home slate with a four game serieS. Daryl Kile leads 
the Astros pitching staff with his 2.32 E.R.A., while Jeff Bagwell and 
his 37 homers head up Houston's offense (all stats through Monday's 
action). 
Call the Reds Ticket Office at 421-7337 for more information. 
·Pete Holtermann 
On Tap. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
· Friday, Sept. 5 •Women's Soccer at Wright State 5:30 p.m. 
•Men's Soccer at Cincinnati at 7 p.m. 
•Volleyball at the lllinois Pepsi Cl;issic 
•Men's Golf at the Dayton Invitational 
Saturday, Sept. 6 •Volleyball at lllinois Pepsi Classic · 
•Cross Country at Dayton Quad Meet 
•Women's Golf at Illinois State Redbird Classic 
Sunday, Sept. 7 , •Men's Soccer vs. Western Kentucky at 2 p.m. 
•Women's Soccer at Evansville at 1:30 p.m. 
•Women's Golf at Illinois State Redbird Classic 
All home games are in bold 
Home soccer matches are played at Corcoran Field 
·Game of the Week· 
. ' 
· Men's Soccer vs. Western Kentucky 
2 p.m. ''sunday at Corcoran Field 
This is the horn{', opener for a team that could surprise a l_ot 
of people this season. A solid core of leaders are hoping to lead 
this fairly young squad deep into the postseason this ye?lr. This 
game will offer the first look at this team, and the five newcomers 
who hold the key to the team's success. 
Xavier wins opener; 
Gruber chases record 
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN 
THE· XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Expectations are high this year 
for the Musketeer women's soccer 
team, as the squad returns all but 
one starter from last season's team 
that went 12-6-1 overall, and 6-2 in 
the Atlantic 10. 
Adding incentive for the 
Muskies is the fact that they are 
hosting this year's Atlantic 10 Con-
ference tournament on campus at 
Corcoran Field. In addition, this is 
the first year that the conference 
tournament champion will receive 
an automatic bid to the NCAA tour-
nament. 
Xavier looked very strong, es-
pecially offensively, in the season-
opening game on Sunday against 
Ohio University. XU beatthe Bob-
cats 6-1. 
Leading the way this season 
for Xavier is senior forward Amanda 
Gruber. The co-captain from 
Cincinnati's St. _Ursula is closing in 
fast on Xavier's all-time scoring 
records. 
She notched a hat-trick against 
OU on Sunday giving her 46 career 
goals and 107 career points. This 
leaves.her just shy of Xavier's all-
time records of 47 goals· and 112 
points. Both records are currently 
held by Marla Schuerman, who 
piayed at X:avier from l~§§-~i. 
Grub~r is remaining focused 
on the team,· despite being so close 
to making history. "I don't even 
think about it," she said after 
Sunday's win. "!just want to win." 
Her performance on Sunday 
not only helped her team net a win, 
but it also got her the honor of being 
named the first Atlantic 10 Player of 
the Week for this season. This is the 
second straight week she has won 
the accolades. She closed last year 
by picking up the honor as well. 
She is going to have plenty of 
help this year. Joining her on 
Xavier's front line is her freshman 
sister Annette. The last time these 
two played together was at St. Ursula 
four. years ago when the Bulldogs 
won the state title. 
Annette wasted no time get.:. 
ting involved in the Xavier offense, 
as she added two goals late in the 
OU game. 
Amanda will be a vocal leader 
on the team, along with co-captain· 
Nora Kelley. In addition to her 
leadership, Kelly brings 'a strong 
foot to the Xavier offense. 
Another set of sisters com-
plete the Musketeer attack. Sopho-
more twins Amy and Christie 
Reinshagen will again be keys to 
Xavier's success. 
Christie finished second to the 
elder Gruber last season for scoring 
_on the team. She scored her first of 
the season against the Bobcats on 
Sunday. 
Amy, a midfielder, helps 
Xavier in transition during the game 
with her aggressive play. · 
Defense may be the weak spot 
on the team. In goal, Xavier will-
again be solid, because of retiirning 
Freshman Annette Gruber adds firepower to Xavier's frontline that is 
powered by her senior sister, Amanda. 
junior goalkeeper Ann Marie back from the midfield to play on 
Hubbard. Last year, she regisierecl .·.the right sicie of _th~ backilne. 
five shutouts, and COII;ipiled a:::::~-~ :'- In addition; two freshmen are 
miniscule 1.09 goals against aver- seeing more. playing time due to 
age. · Grow1s abscence. Margaret Broe 
Junior Karen Kase, who had arid Lisette Thiel both saw signifi-
three shutouts last year, is also an cant minutes in the game against 
excellent goalkeeper, and will be OU in the center midfielder spot. 
ready to step in if necessary this _ Meanwhile, junior Keri 
season. Heeduni con_tinues to play strong in 
The defensive line up may the Musketeer backfield. Heedum 
change several times this year, with has started every game she has 
head coach Dr. Ron Quinn still look- played at Xavier, and uses her ag-
ing for the best backfield. ''That is gressive play to work the ball out of 
an area that we are still trying to sort ··the goal area. 
out," he said Sunday. This team knows the expecta-
One early set back for the tions are high, but they are prepared· 
defenders is an injury to Holly Grow. to deliver. "The only negative I can · 
The junior played on the offense in think of for us heading into ·this 
her first two seasons at Xavier, but season is that we' re out of excuses," 
was poised to return to her natural said Quinn. 
role as a defender before being side~ Xavier plays its next three 
lined with knee trouble.· Xavier 'gamesontheroad. OnFridaynight, 
hopes to have her back on. the field the Muskies travel up I-75 to Day-
in the next couple of weeks~ ton to take on Wright State at 5:30 
Three Musketeers are helping . p.m. ()n Sunday, Xavier will be in 
to fill the void left by Grow's injury. Evansville ·to . take on the Purpie 
Junior Colleen Savage has dropped Aces in a 1 :30 p.m. matinee. . 
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· ... Wednesday 
· September 3Ro .· 
.··. 7-9pm·· 
Residential· Mall 
Refreshmen·ts serv.ed · 
Sponsored by SAC 
Any Questions?·: Call X-3534 
· ·.. Rai.ll'>Site: The Grille 
l ~.. ,:· ,, \ . .. . • 
. .. . 
·· .. ; · .. · .. ·••• Bri141J1)C1· bJanketand· relax! 
. ... . ,: ., .. 
.· .. ·. ·.·· .· .. ' .' .. 
Phoenix International is one of Nonh America's largest multi-service contract 
·research organirJJtions, offering ar1 iiiiegrated package of dnig development services. 
Known for quality, ingenuity and integrity. we seek out, empower and challenge an 
exreplional group of professionals. 
Join us now at Phoenix Cincinnati, one of the largest clinical research facilities 
of its kind worldwide. · · ' 
Clinical ·Report· Writer 
Do you have a B.S. in Science, great computer skills and excellent English writ-
ing skills? Are you detail-oriented; well-organized and enthusiastic? Are your 
interpersonal skills outstanding? Then you arc the candidate we are looking for! 
Precision and iimeliness are viially important to ou~ clients and t~ our success. 
Our writers ensure that the· reports on studies performed at our cHnical research 
center are written in compliance with all regulations and accurately.reflect the 
raw data. Technical writing· experience and experience with regulatory agen-
cies, especially the ,food and Drug Administration are assets, but not require-
ments. 
Administrative Support . 
Our Pharmacokinetics Department is looking for an enthusiastic administrative 
support person who will assist medical writers and pharmacokineticists in data 
preparation, data entry and other general administrative tasks. The outstanding · 
candidate for this position is bright, energetic, :self-motivated and flexible. 
Excellent computer, written communication and interpersonal skills are 
imperative. Additionally, college credit in Biological Sciences is desirable. 
For consideration, please forward 
resume and salary expectations to: 
. 
<ENIX 
NTERNATIONAL . 
Phoenix International, HR-DF, 
5642 Hamilton Ave., Cincinnati, 
OH 45224. Fax: 513"541·2819. 
E-mail: McCullom@EOS.Net Equal 
Opportunity Employer' 
·By nature we aspire, 
Through science we achieve. 
Any males or females interested in 
XU cheerleading need to attend the 
following clinics at Schmidt 
Fieldhouse: 
Thursday ·September 4 
· Sund.ay · Septem,ber 7 
Tuesday September. 9 
Thursday September 11 
Sunday September 14 
1 ·800-KAP-TESl 
W'WW~kaplan~com 
9:00pm 
7:00pm 
9:00pm 
9:00pni 
7:00pm 
Call today to 
register for 
o.urFREE 
GMAT, LSAT& 
MCAT 
admissions 
seminarsf 
·course names are registered trademarks of their respective owMrs. 
Bootei;s open season 
BY STEVE SMITH 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Muskies against rival Miami as well 
as the heafof a 90 degree day. 
Again the Musketeers crune 
out strong, controlling the ball the 
Themen'ssoccerterunopened · entire half. Sophomore midfielder 
the 1997 season with a strong show- Maringo Vlijter took advantage of 
ing on paper, but a bit of disappoint- Xavier's ball control as he connected 
mentattheninth'annualKelmeKick- ·.· on a shot in. the 17th minute to give 
off Classic. the Muskies a .1 ~o lead. 
The Musketeers posted a 4-2 . The second half would prove 
victory Sunday, over Wright State interesting as the signs of a physical 
University and tied tournrunent host ·match and the sweltering heat began 
Miami University. They ended in a to show. The Muskies began. 
2-2 tie on Monday against the Red showing signs of exhaustion as Mi-
Hawks to post a 1-0-lrecord in the ami began to play it's way back into 
round-robin tournrunent, ··finishing the grune, utilizing a deeper bench. 
second behind tournament cham- · In the 5Sth minute, Miami tied · 
• ' . ,. I 
pion Cincinnati. ·the match on a penalty kick. Then; 
Sunday's action sh<?wed an took a 2-1 lead nottwo minutes later 
inspiredMuskiesquadasseniorfor- as sophomore goalkeeper Paul 
ward Bill Schaefer gave Xavier an. Wesselingwascaughtoff-guardout 
early lead off an assist from junior . of the net. 
forward Chas Coqke; The Muskies would not give 
"We started the grune strong up though. B~uer tied the match in 
like we planned," said senior cap- the 69th minute on a penalty kick 
tain Jeff Bauer. "Then we bad a that would produce ·the final score 
breakdown after about 20 mi.nutes of2-2. BothJeams had their oppor-
and they took advantage of it. We tunities in the o:Vertime periods, but 
had to regroup and we did, carrying neither could capitalize. 
themomentumintothesecondhalf." · . "We feel we can be better 
Regroup they did,. as Cooke than we showed this weekend," said 
answered the Raiders with a goal of · Xavier head. coa.ch Jack Hermans .. ' 
his own in the43rd minute, tying the . uwe played with composure and 
score at 2-2 heading into the half'. confidence; which 'are things we· 
ThesecondhalfwasallXilvier needed to· do, but we won three 
as the Muskies started and finished· ·:MVP awards,· yet :didn't wiri the 
the half with goals to capture their • tourn'ament. aow can you be happy 
first victory of the season. knowing you had the. best 'teaffi;.but 
"To come out in the second not showing it on the field." , .. 
half and get that quick goal, after The Muskies captured three .. · 
Chas finished the first half with a of.four tournament honor8'inCiud-
late goal, r~ally gave us a lift and in.!!:Cooke,MostValuableFC>iwarct: ' 
that lift carcl'ed us through the rest of Vlijter, Most.Valuable Midfielder;. · 
the grune,":said Bauer. andBauer,MostValuableDefender. 
~'The defense played really The Muskies travel across 
well and allowed us to control the towntobattletheUniversityofCin-
billl," said Cooke. "We moved the cinnati on Friday. Kickoff is at 7 
ball well too, ~nd those things kept p.m. Xavier; s first home grune is on 
us from making mistakes that could Sunday, Sept. 7 versus Western Ken-
of given th~ grune away." tucky. Kickoff versus the 
· Monday's match pitted the Hilltoppers is at 2 p.m. 
Sophomore midfielder Maringo Vlijter 
. . . 
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BY PETE HoL~RMANN 
. , . SPORTS EDITOR 
·The Xavier. basketball .team 
got some extra playing time this 
summer when the team took an ex-
hibitl.bn trip to Europe to play 'six 
gamesfo August. TheMuskies pre~ · 
ceded the trip by spending lO'days 
practicing in Schmidt Fieldhouse. 
Although Xavier's two fresh-
men recruits could not make· the · 
trip, and red-shirt freshman Reggie 
Butler was only allo\Ved to practice, 
the trip still ·proved valuable to 
Xavier; both on and off the court. 
. Heading into the trip, ':Xavier 
coach Skip Prosser stressed the im- ·. 
portance of the trip in terms of both .· · 
education and basketball. : 
. "It really was a win-win situ-
ation," said Prosser. "They won 
acadeinically because. they got to 
see some things in Ireland and En-
gland, like the hydrofoil from Dublin 
to Wales. Guys don't get much ofa 
chance to do things like that." 
. From a basketball stand point, 
the Musketeers were able to work 
Xavier's Pat Kelsey and Gary Lumpkin (12) guard a Manchester Giants player whi!r: the rest of the Musketeers hustle back on defense; 
the acti01i race a pack of cyclists as the game took place in a velodrome in Manchester, England . . 
with different line ups, and get some . 32 point outburst in XU' s first game 
more playing time to players that overseas against the Irish Junior 
don't always get it. ' . . National' Team. He ended the trip 
Thoseplayerstookadvantage with an average of 21.8 points per 
of the opportunity given them, as. game. 
they turned in some-good perfor- Included in his scoring on the· 
mances. trip were 27 three-point field goals. . 
Senior guard Pat Kelsey tied . Lumpkin· held the hot hand ·.from .. 
for the. team ·1ead foi: assists on the three-point land despite the arc be~ . 
trip with 15. His best game was ing deeper in international play. 
against Mid'.''Sutton Baldoyle when . Posey also started very hoto.n 
he scored eightpoints and had three ·the trip,. recording a double-double 
assist;:~·--·- . ·;···· ·:··i;-·_ .:. . · · • . in each of the first two contestS. He 
Underneath the rim, sopho- closed the trip having grabbed 39 
moreNate T\!!'!)er lboked good, fin- · rebounds in six games, and averag-
ishing the trip with 34 rebounds, the· irig 20 points a contest. 
second liighest tally on Xavier's Prosser was pleased with the 
nine-man team. . trip despite the team's.4-2 record. 
As promising as these perfor- "The thing. that was good was that 
mances were,' they were over-shad- we did a lot of things in a Jess than 
owed by the dominating play of spectacular fashion," said Prosser. . 
guard Gary· Lumpkin and forward "Which serves to really remind us · · 
James Posey; . how far we have to. go and how 
Lumkin led Xavier's scoring'· much work is to.be done prior to our 
in the first two contests, including a opening the sea5on." 
••• ·~L:• IWllA~ 
Volleyball 12). A: XU-43 (Espelage-37); DU-38 XU-12, MU-18. Saves: XU-2, Wesseling, 
at Goff/MSU Classic (Carnpbell-31). SA: XU-3 (Maitner-2); DU- MU-7, Gibson. Back Save: MU-Leonard. 
·. _ East Lansing, Ml 5 (Phillipp-2). Blks: XU-6; DU-4. Atten- Fouls: XU-18, MU-23. Cards: XU-yellow-
Southem Cal. def.Xavier dance: 250. LOM: 1:20. · . ·• 'Vlijt~r. 55:46;XU-yellow-Fultz,65:23;Mu-
. 15•4, 15_5, 15_7 Men's Soc.cer· ·.. yellow-Luecke, 69:42; XU-yellow-Bauer, Xavier 4, Wright State 2 . 86:29; MU-yellow-Leonard, 105:31; MU-
Fri., Aug. 29 S . 31 red-Leonard, 114:4~. Conditions: 90' Hazy. K: USC-44. (Kessy-12); XU-23 (Jansren- un., Aug. ··Attendance: 327; 
11). ,A: USC~40 (Mounts-26); XU-19 Miami Field 
(Espelage-14). SA: USC-7 (Connier-3); XU~ Oxford, OH 
4 (Espelage-3). Blks: USC-8, XU-3. Atten~ Scoring: XU~Schaefer, (Cooke) 4:38; WS-
dance: 150. LOM: 1:00. .. .. ·sharp,27:ll;WS-Syska,31:28;XU-Cooke, .. , 
Michigan State def. Xavier 43:21;XU-Hammerschmidt, (Bauer) 46:13;. • 
Women's Soccer 
Xavier 6, Ohio 1 
Sun:, Aug. 3 l · 
Corcoran Field 15-1, 15-9, 15-4 . XU-Cooke, (S. Stamper) 76:18.Shots:WS-
10, XU-14. Saves: WS-2, Gibson; XU-2, Cincinnati, OH 
Sat., Aug. 3o Wesseling. Fouls: WS-11, XU-10. Cards: Scoring: XU-Am. Gruber; 8:16; XU-Am. 
K: .MSU-37 (Landry-11); XU-27 (Jansren- XU-yellow-S. Stamper, ~0:47. Conditions: Gruber, 21:09; OU-Boggs, 31:47; XU-C. 
8). A: MSU-31 (Basil-28); Xl]-24(ESpelage- 85' Sunny. Attendance: 208. ,· ·-.· · · Reinshagen, (Kuhl) 40:31; XU-Am, Gruber, 
14). SA: MSU-5 (Vonderheide-2); XU-4 · " · . Xavier Miami.. 51:06; XU-An. Gruber, (Coley) 75:12; XU~ 
(Holstrom~2). Blks:'MSU-12, XU-4. Atten- An; Gruber, (Kelley) 79:56. Shots:OU-7, 
dance: 1,012." LOM:·t:13. Mon., Sept. 1 XU-16. Saves: OU-7, Turano; XU-4, 
Duke def. Xavier · Miami Field Hubbard. Back Save: XU-Kuhl. Fouls: OU-
. lS-13; 16-14, 15-2 . . Oxford, OH . 11, XU-13. Conditions: 77" Mostly Cloudy 
Sat., Aug. 3.0 ·; · -,_. Scoring: XU-Vlijter, 17:43; MU-Leonard, andMuggy.Attendance: 360. 
K: XU-45(Hols~m,14); DU-40 (Pliillipp· .· 5~:?9; Brown, :56:io, Bauer, 69:42. Shots. 
BEST PART-TIME JOB 
IN TOWN! 
',i. 
If yoµ :ire energetic, fun loving, responsible 
· arid dislike we~ring suits to work. .. you'll 
want to finish reading this ad! . Our national 
marketing firm is seeking individuals like 
you to do part-time, local, seasonal promo 
work for a Fortune 500 client. 
GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO. 
MAKE EXTRA MONEY! 
Call 610-640-3181 
or 
Fax Resume To 
610-640-3187 
No Experience 
Necessary 
e . 
. ice·· 
. . . 
·:._.: ·~ ' " 
Guaranteed Low Prices Everyday! 
Five Star 
Notebook 
•150 sheets 
• College ruled 
List Price $6.65 
0601·0130 
$349 
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price , . 
.......... ........... ................... ..................... ......... ... ................. .......................................... , ................ ~ 'i 
Dr. ~rip. Pen ["PILO'i] 
• Cushion gnp · 
• Helps reduce gripping · 
. power to relieve fatigue 
• Black or blue ink · 
1001-3807 List Price $8.95 
1010·1249 
s599· 
OfficeMai< Everyday Low Price 
Office Task Chair 
• Oversized seat 
• · Pneumatic height adjustment 
•Seat: 16" x 16" x 1-1/2" thick 
•Back: 15" x 10-1/2" 
0101;1835 Black 
0101-1826 Gray 
Crate·A~File 
•··Includes Quick.File 
and 2 Tech Files 
• Holds letter-size 
hanging· files 
0310-0021 
• 600 X 600 DPI 
• Prints up to 
3.5 pages per 
minute 
1404·4884 
List Price $169.00 
$1. 3·.999 OfficeMax 
. · Everyd~y .·· 
. Low Pnce 
Office Editions 
11 L 11 Work center 
•Melamine 
surfaces 
•Scratch-· 
resistant 
•Pull-out 
keyboard 
; ~ 
0120·1416 
Gray/Black 
0120·1425 White 
-
Neat Ideas 
Wire Cube 
• Fo~r cube set · 
• Sturdy wire grid 
construction _ 
'.$99~~·~3~~:· 
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price 
WiELWWES •. 
s110999w 
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price OfficeMax Everyday Low Price 
· We'll guarantee ·our low prices up to 155°/o 
Jet Print 
Paper·Ream 
• 500 sheets · 
· • Premium inkjet paper 
0602-5623 
List Price $12.99 
sg!~ 
Ream 
OfficeMax Everyday LoWPrice 
• 25-channel auto scan 
• 10-number memory 
capability 
• Page/find feature 
. • .14-day Long Life 
battery · 
0202-1378 
s3999 
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price 
Model 
#XC610 
Graphing TEXAS · 
.·Calculator· INSTRUMENTS 
• 32KB memory 
• Good for algebra and calculus 
• Advanced statistics and finance · 
0201-8131 
Ust Price $130.00 
sg499 Model 
#Tl-83 
I OfficeMax Everyday Low Price 
I 
Memopak Recorder · · 
• 1-touch recording, 
cue & review . 
• Pocket size · S 0 N;'Y" 
I 
• 2-speed recording 
0201·6669 
List Price $47.95 
s39~9 
We'll match any legitimate advertised price by any store stocking the same item in a factory sealed box.· If you find a lower 
price advertised by any other local office products superstore within 7 days after your purchase from OfficeMax, we'll refund 
155% of the difference (up to $55.00). If y9u find a lower price advertised by any non-office supply superstore within 7 days 
after your purchase from OfficeMax, we'll refund the difference; Simply bring in the competitor's ad. (Our low price guaran· 
tee does not apply to typographical errors, or to any item or price that Includes bonus or free offers, special financing, instal· ~l· 
lation, rebate, close-out or clearance prices, or one-of-a-kind or limited quantity offers at OfficeMax or any competitor.). · .,, p: .. 
_______ "'"", Store Hours: Sun: 11am-6pm Mon-Fri: 7am-9pm Sat: 9am-9pm ·. i-1 ------- r Your Next CopylVlax Order .~ 
COLERAIN TOWNSHIP: Colerain Towne FLORENCE: Houston Lakes. Spiral Dr. next TRl·COUNTY: Tri-County Commons. I of $1 Q or More! •i 
Center. Colerain Avenue & 1-275 385·5409 to Kohls, across from Wal·Mart •• 647-7200 East Kemper next to Wal-Mart .... 671·8400 I one coupon per customer. Not valid with any other.offer. No photocopies l'.\t 
EASTGATE: Eastgate Mall Crossing. SYMMES TOWNSHIP: Fields-Ertel Rd. · KENWOOD: Montgomery Rd., accepted. Choose from many services: B&W or color . . .\~ 
. . · I' copying, desktop publishing; custom stamps, labels, ,OfficeMax· It:• EastgateBlvd., across from between 1-71 & Montgomery Rd;, west of Kenwood Rd ....... ~ ........... 794·9520 business cards, letterhead and morel . . •· . . . v 
Eastgate!~~:·;~~:·~~·~:~·~~:·;~·~7r~::t~!~~it:c:~:i~1~:~:0~~:~!:s~!~ ~~~~·~~~::~!!18:rrors. Prices valid in locations listed. ~~-=·,i~~~-=~=~;~1{ 
Interested in writing for the 
Newswire? Visit our table at Club 
Day on the Mall on Mond.~y .~t fZ~Jl 
745~3607 to make soll1.e. extra .cash. 
~. . . . !:;c:·. 
::· .:·.-..:•·'\:,.····' 
... 
DIVERSIONS bMef& 
: .. ;:"";''· .... ~· ... · ""); ...... ::: . : :::: 
The Charts 
The top five albums and singles according to Billboard Magazine: 
ALBUMS 
l. Fleetwood Mac 
The Dance 
2. Puff Daddy & The Family 
No Way Out 
3. Spice Girls · 
Spke 
4. Me_n In Black 
Soundtrack 
5. matchbox 20 
Yourself or Someone 
Like You 
SINGLES 
1. The Notorious B.I.G. 
Mo Money Mo Problems 
2. Backstreet Boys 
Quit Playing Games 
3. Puf!Daddy&FaithEvans 
I'll Be Missing You 
4. Spice Girls 
2Become 1 
5. Leann Rimes 
How Do I Live 
The following titles are scheduled for release on Tuesday: AZ, 
Pieces of a Man (Noo TrybeNirgin) ... Danchall Crashers, Honey, 
I'm Homely (510/MCA) ... DJ Krush, MiLight (Mo Wax/London) ... 
Freddy Jones Band, Lucid(Capricorn/Mercury) ... Goldfinger, Hang-
Ups(Mojo/Universal); .. Amy Grant, Behind the Eyes(A&M) ... The 
Tories, Wonderful Life(N2K) ... Various Artists, Amazing 
· Grace(lsland)... Original Soundtrack, Boogie Nights(Capricorn/ 
Mercury) ... all dates are tentative. 
Tonight 
The Nixons w/ Cool For August and Cellophane at TopCat' s. 
Tickets available through Ticketmaster 562-4949 and at the door 
. ~he ni~l!L?!~th~ .. ~~~~· .. , ... 
Friday, September 5 
Helmet w/ Hovercraft at Bogart's. Tickets.available through 
Select-A-Seat and by phone 721-1000 or 1-800-232-9900. 
Sunday, September 7 
Third Wish at XU Village Gazebo from 7:30-9:30 p.m. as part 
of the Spirit Celebration. Free. 
Monday, September 8 
Auntie Christ at Sudsy Malone's. 751-9011or751-2300 
Coming soon •.• 
Widespread Panic, Faith No More, Insane Clown Posse, 
isaacGreen & TheSkalars, Alan Jackson; Hogscraper, LeAnri · 
Rimes, Pantera, Blur; Nanci Grifiith, and Mh;hael Flatley 
Lord Of The Dance. 
K's Choice 
w/ special guests Protein & Fat 
Tuesday, September 9· 
. 7p.m. 
@The Garage 
SIMPLY AN INCREDIBLE LIVE SHOW! 
·For Tickets call Ticketmaster at 562-4949. 
: Also at the door the night of the show. 
Third Wish stands around wondering what became of the first two wishes. 
X grants ThirdWish 
BY STEVE SMITH 
DIVERSIONS EDITOR 
Self described as "an unfortu-
nate bus accident between Blues 
Traveler, the Grateful Dead, Rusted 
Root, 10,000 Maniacs, and Dave 
Matthews Band", the folk- roots rock 
band Third Wish is set to rock ·· 
Xavier~s campus this Sunday. The 
concert will start at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Village Gazebo, following the Spirit 
Celebration. 
Third Wish, who made their 
debut a Xavier las.t year. m the 
Downu11der, _is an unsigne!l,.t-Jc>Ui'-
ing, independent band based out of 
Cleveland, with the ability to mes-
merize a willing audience. Known 
at colleges around the Midwest and 
East Coast for· their spirited live 
performances, Third Wish has 
earned a following wherever they've 
played. 
· "We've played shows w~ere 
the crowd was so loud that we could 
hear them singing over the music, 
on stage," says guitarist Ryan 
Dawson. 
While for some bands this may 
be an everyday occurrence, for 
young bands this is one of the first 
. steps in realizing a life long dream. 
Third Wish is just that, a young 
band beginning to realize their 
dreams. 
Originating as the trio of Dan 
Heberlein, Dawson, and TaraMarie 
O'Malley playing acoustic gigs, the 
band has grown to a full six piece 
rock 'n' roll ensemble. Heberlein 
and O'Malley sing vocals and play 
percussion, while Dawson contin-
ues to play the acoustic guitar, but 
·they are now joined by Tim Hruby 
. on electric guitar, Paul Lewis on 
bands. We get a lot of comparisons 
to other bands, and most people who 
have never seen us live base their 
opinion on what they hear on the 
radio, but for me the best way to 
describe us is to tell people to come 
see us live. I think our live show 
speaks for it self and those who 
''Our 
• • music is 
mostly 
• • conviction· 
and 
optimism.'' 
-Ryan Dawson 
acoustic guitar 
watch and hear it can take from it 
what they want. 
N: Where does that place you 
in the over-saturated world of mu-
sic? 
bass, and Jerry Buesher i:ocks the RD:· Normally I would say 
drums. that we were the underdog, but I 
While Third Wish can easily think that time has passed. While all 
call the stage their home, the phone the grunge and angst was dominat-
is where the Newswire ran into · ing we definitely were the under-
Dawson: dog, but things have changed and 
Newswire: Describe the mu- people are moving away from that 
sic of Third Wish. and recogniZirig a variety of styles 
Ryan Dawson: Like I said of music, including what we bring· · 
people often say that if that bus to the. stage. 
ac_cident were to happen, we would N: Where is your music de-
somehow walk out ofthe rubble. A rived from? 
compilation so to speak o~ all those RD: Our music is mostly 
conviction and optimism. We are 
six people with vastly different back-
grounds, yet a distinct ability to pull 
ittogetherto produce the sound Third 
Wish. That mixture of influences, 
experiences and musical styles gives 
us a special sound. 
N: Howhasthebandchanged 
since last year when you played 
here at Xavier? · 
RD: We've completely 
evolved into a full band. Last time 
we were at Xavier we had recently 
picked up the new members and we 
getting used to playing with each 
other. Lyricallywehaven'tchanged, 
we still have the same inspiration, 
but musically we've improved . 
Playing with· each other so 
much we can ·feed off each other's 
energy. We may be different in 
some senses, but our spirit is defi-
nitely the same. 
In additon to touiing; Third 
Wish is in the process of producing 
their third independent album. Af-
ter selling over 6,000 copies of their 
first two CD's, "Strings of Culture" 
and ''Miles From Somewhere" the 
band is producing their first live 
album, due out in early 1998. 
FREE 
MUSIC 
Win a Third 
Wish CD from 
The Newswire 
Find your favorite 
Diversions Editor at 
the show and be one 
of the first b\Q people 
to name two bands 
that Third Wish has 
shared the stage with 
and win a free copy of 
Third Wish s newest 
CD, Miles From 
s·omewhere 
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found on this debut effort. could quite possibly be just as an-The Newswire 
.CD of the Year 
Singing out loud to rock bal-
lads like "3 A.M.", the hauntingly 
familiar "Back 2 Good", and the · · 
instant favorite "Girl Like That" is 
Shelter 
Beyond Planet Earth 
(RoadRunner) 
gry, though.) · 
Each track helps to paint a 
picture of the tired and frustrated 
Irish folk singer kicking down the 
pub door and marching right up to 
the bar, demanding to be heard. She 
might even be accompanied by all 
her friends from the Lilith Fair. 
Nonetheless, ·Ferrick deserves re-
spect for appealing to the angry little 
girl in all of us, even the guys. 
Wide Mouth Mason 
(Atlantic) 
matchbox20 
yourself or 
someone like you 
(Lava) 
not uricommon. 
Good luck finding a song that 
doesn' tmesmerize the soul, because 
this CD is packed from beginning to 
end with chillingly purerock'n' roll. 
Hands down the best new CD 
to hit the streets within the last year. · 
, -Steve Smith 
Diversions Editor 
ManBREAK 
Come and See 
(ALMO) 
Matchbox 20 has stepped into 
an arena they will be living in for a 
long, long time. With the release of If you can get through the first 
"yourself or someone like you", the two tracks_:_ an obsessive frenzy of 
boys of matchbox 20 haye made a rhymingcoupletsandrepetitivelyr-
grandentranceintotheever-so-deli- · ics - the rest of ManBREAK's 
cate world of music. debut album, "Come and See", is 
This debut effort is easily the decent. 
best new release of the summer and At some points the lyrics are a 
claims it with a sound that fits the little elementary. This band waves 
mold ofrock 'n' roll, but somehow a banner of political analysis, but 
differentiates itselfin a hypnotizing many of the songs are misunder-
manner. stooo because the lyrics are difficult 
Listeners will be sucked in by . to hear over all the noise (music?). 
the lead track,''!leal .Worli;l'~,. and . The edgy guitar aJ1d street beats ~pit.· 
gently ,let,. go by 'tiie 'ending ballad, in.the face of the stereotYpica1 '.'lfrit-
"Hang;•: Jn between, the.rough V<>-' ish sound". (Not necessarily a·bad 
cals of Rob Thomas swann through. thing.) 
the veins as the mind connects with If you long for music· with a 
his lyrics and incredibly striking message but are not quite old-school 
voice. Add the impeccable perfor- enough for the Ramones, Bad Reli-
mance of Paul Doucette on drums, gion, or the Dead Kennedys, 
Kyle Cook playing lead guitar, ManBREAK might be a good pop-
Adam Gaynoronrhythmguitar, and punk INXS-type place to start. 
Brian y ale on bass and a new favor- However, you may need to listen to 
ite band has been found. this disc more than twice before 
With hits like "Longday" and deciding if it's worth the $12.99 or 
"Push" being constantly played on not. 
the radio the world is gaining a 
glimpse of the incredible music 
-Lauren Mosko 
Asst. Diversions Editor 
Slick modem punk for the 
young skanker. "Beyond Planet 
Earth" is full of the same riffs and 
rhythms one can expect from any 
band that mixes ·its pop with its 
punk. Working with a successful 
formula might bring in profit, but 
it's essentially the same song over 
and over. When all thatdistinguishes 
one group from another is the sound 
of a singer's voiCe, then challeng-
ing, evolutionary music is in dan-
ger. I've heard it before. 
·-Mark Donahue 
Contributing Writer 
Melissa Ferrick 
Melissa Ferrick+ 1 
(WAR) 
-Lauren Mosko 
Asst. Diversions Editor 
Kula Shaker 
Summer Sun E:P. 
(Columbia) 
. ''You know what being a blues 
band means in 1997?", asks Vicki 
Germaise, senior VP of Athmtic 
This was released two and a Records. "Great players, no songs." 
half decades too late to be anything If this is true, the music indus-
but unoriginal and derivative. If · try can not do Wide Mouth Mason 
you find yourself describing amusi~ the 'injustice' ofcallingthem a blues 
cal group by what Jong-gone greats band.· .. Hard guitar coupled with 
.. they most sound like, chances· are some amaiing soul-funk rhythms 
· that group isn't worth a whole lot, will soon make this Canadian group 
musically. "Summer· Sun" is de- MTV standouts. The sound is remi-
void of· anything creative beyond niscent of the Bla~k Crowes, one of 
tooling around with Indian chants. the.bands:Iisted·influences. 
and sitars and the Beatles. Not to Thealbuin'sleadsingle"Mid-
mention limp and lifeless songcraft. night Rain" was. shipped to radio 
-Mark Doliahue · stations lastJ une~· butto tjµJy appre-
ContrlbutitJgWrit.er '·. ciate the trio, Gei:ffiaise asserts that 
' ' ' '. . ' •. ·~ri~ must ~e~~ili~D;)i,y~;;'.·i' 
Young Pioneers · Theappealofthis~~dcomes 
On 1,'rial from the rhythm and blues(sorry!) 
undercrirrent punctuated by lyrics 
·. · (Lookout) ·· ·· • · that al"e,distinct,iye obseryations on 
.. ::, Piiin~~f ariei1 ~ifb)eCi '16ba1~5: lite:" Th~~~'1ra6icS~cButd ltrever be 
sound aS i{they were run through an . accused of atJ soundingaiike be-
AM radio. The Pioneers balance cause each boasts a uniq~e tempo 
Ferrick gets an A for effort,·. their dynarµic, syncopated style of and lyrlcal subject. 
but her voice ofteri toes the fine line punk with straightforward; blues This album is definitely worth 
between actual musical notes and based, riff rock (plus a little hai~ . a .second glance arid a )rip to the 
screaming, muchlike the Cranber- monica for good measure).· "On Garage,iftheyevermakeittotown. 
ries' DoloresO'Riordan. However, Trial"isabeaconfororiginality and ·-Lauren Mosko 
thisdisc,recordedliveinLosAnge~ unique group sound, showing that Asst. Diversions Editor 
les', Boston, and Santa Monica, new life can be breathed into tired 
showcases well her talent on guitar. styles when musicians aren't afraid 
Her style and stage presence to mix their influences. 
is a little like that of An_i Difranco, . -Mark Donahue 
though Ferrick is not as lyrically 
daring or vocally talented. (She 
Contributing Writer 
So, you wanna be a rock star? 
YOU CAN! 
Write for Diversions! 
Call Steve at 745-2878. 
: '• ; '(7ui,i~ . 
.:;nlllj~,1Dtt ; +. C0,mpetitive w<:iges 
f'/.)oAillon · +.·.Flexible scheduling 
1"'/Jo.ui/Jli.. 
~ ' ,. • , ~ • ,"' ' , ' , J ' \ > - ~ • ' 
Get AT&T One Rate. FREE. 
And don't: worry about the time or the distance. 
. ~ . '
_If you live off campus, choose AT&T _Long Distance and sign !JP for AT&T 
One. Rate. Free. You'll also get a free one-year membership to Student 
.· ' ' . . 
Advaiitage"'-,-the largest student discount program ever. 
• AT&T One R~te: orily 15¢ a minute on calls from home~to a~ybody, 
, a~ytime, anywhere in the US 
• Student Advantage:.use Y'?~r card .to ~et special offers and u~ toSO% off 
everyday at thousands.of your. favorite neighb~rhood places and national 
sponsors-like i(inko's~.Tower. Record.s"'-a:nd.Amt~al<~ ·· 
Live off campus~ Get AT8'T One. Rate. 
and a 'Student Advantage membership~ fREE~ . 
1-800~878-3.872 
or visit www.att.c~m,/·c'o.lleg~/.np.h.tml 
I t ' .s a I I w i t h I ri y o u r. . r ·e a c h .. 
. . 
. Stude~t AcNantage ·offer.valid for AT&T ~esidential Long Di~ce cust~mers.: ~ 1997 AT&T 
.\· ...... 
-~. 
AW· 
. . ' .i. ... ~ 
. ... 
- .• t~ 
• 'r ; 
,•·•/I', ( • 
• , . I " . . 
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Better· things to do in· the· dark •.. ? 
BY DA VE CAPPELLETTY 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
·You know it's been a rough 
summer when you find you've paid 
eight bucks a pop for "Batman & 
Robin" and "Speed 2: Cruise Con-
trol" and still line up week after 
week for whatever the studios pass 
off as"entertainment." Not that ev-
erything was bad -for every 
"Batman", which would have been 
mediocrity was the norm. 
Audiences took a beating be-
cause no matter how polished and 
professional the chock-full-o' -spe-
cial-effects previews looked -
"Man, I can't wait to see 'Spawn!'" 
- the finished results were usually 
empty extensions of the flash~and­
sizzle that the marketing depart-
ments wanted us fo see; 
The blockbuster extravaganza 
began early with the visually thrill-
ing new dino-
saurs and tre-
mendous spe-
cial effects-
remember that 
Jeep chase 
scene through 
thedino'slegs? 
But a script 
only slightly 
more inventive 
than the weak 
source novel 
and by-the-
numbers direc-
tion (Spielberg 
actually di-
rected via re~ 
mote control 
fora few days!) 
were an omi-
nous sign of 
things to come. 
TommyLee Jones and Will Smith team up and take aim in "Men in Black". 
Enter "Speed 2: Cruise Con-
trol" and "Batman & Robin". This 
lethal pair was a one-two punch in 
the gut - bad and bloated from 
page one. Sure, there were the mi- . 
nor clu.nkers - few tears were shed 
over the quick deaths of "Event 
Horizon", "Wild America", "Free 
Willy 3", "Picture Perfect"; and 
"Steel" - but no one could have 
predicted just how devastating the 
two franchise sequels ("Speed 2" 
and "Batman & Robin") would be. 
These were not random bets; they 
creative team brought back for the Hadesthat'sfunnierthanyou'dever 
inevitable sequel pulls more sur- . expect from him. The aforemen-
prises out of their collective hats. tioned "Face/Off' is a brilliant ac-
"Men in Black" doesn't drop tion thriller that rises above the 
the ball, but it fails to live up to its shoot-'em-up trappings and be-
own hype, which is the case with so comes an existential drama; cour-
many other films this summer. tesy of great performances by 
"Con Air" invested more in Nicolas· Cage and John Travolta, 
its explosions than in its characters and direction from Hong Kong mas-
( and what a great cast to waste!); ter JohnWoo; thafs up there with 
RupertEverett'sfourth-bananachar- his best films .. 
.._.......-......... · were sure things. Arid as they fell, so 
acter stole the show in "My Best Best yet is "Contact", a stun-
Friend' s Wedding"; "Conspiracy ning film that mixes science and 
Theory''., diminished ·a perfectly wonder. to present a further under-
good thriller with a pointless love standing of both ourselves and pos-
story; and even the rare summer sible worlds beyond: Directed by 
drama "Cop.Land" threw way too Robert Zemeckis (without the siy:-
many characters and complications charinethatcoated"ForrestGumih 
into what should have been a tre- and based on Carl Sagan's book, 
Jennifer Aniston: ~'Pii:ture Peifect", but ready for film? 
a better artistic statement if Warner 
Bros. had donated its $125 million 
budget to charity, there was a "Face/ 
Off', which is the best action film to 
come down the pike in years. 
Butitwasamaddeninglyfrus-
trating summer, one in which count-
less opportunities were lost, and 
ing-but-forgot-the-story-and-what-
was-Chris-Tucker-doing-there "The 
Fifth Element" and ended with last 
week's "Kull the Conqueror", of 
whi.ch the only thing that can be said 
is that Chris Tucker's presence 
would only make it better. 
"The Lost World" had amaz-
did the hopes of folks:looking'for.: 
ward to~ great summer movie sea~ 
son. 
But as soon as those crashed mendous film. . "Contact" was the one to beat this 
and burned, "MeninBlack"arrived, ·But, amidstthe crap and dis- summer. 
which just overtook "The Lost appointments, there were a few sur- We don't have to wait fornext 
World" as this summer's number.· prises. Despite the low box-office . sumffier for an' onslaught of big-
one film .. But as successful as this take, "Hercules"isthebestanimated budget, "summer"-style movies-
clever-if-slight aliens-among-us Disney film in years, with a vocal this fall and winter bring such behe-
story is, you can only hope that the performance by James .Woods· as moths as "Alien ·Resurrection", 
"Starship Troopers", James Bondin 
: "Tomorrow Never Dies", and James 
Cam~ron.'s $250-m,illion gamble; 
. ~:. '. 
<·:< . 
:·:.-. 
"Titanic". . .. ·.
·' · Will the busts of this summer 
serve as lessori.s to filmmakers, stu-
dios and audiences? Or will the big 
: bugs, giant expl~s~ons, and monster 
budgets reign triumphant? Only 
· · timewiirtell. ·• ... · ·· 
-TRAINEE:COACH 
. '; . Seeking energetic, 
· athletic people who 
··.enjoy working with 
children to become 
··part of our 
outstanding teCJm. 
Few . people will ever set foot in an office At OCS you'll develop the qualities you need to be-
/ike thi:: But then, few_ people h~ve what .it takes to be come a Marine Officer. Invaluable training that could 
Train part-time 
evenings and/ or 
weekends to become 
entry level gymnastics 
coach. Earn while you 
learn! 
a Manne Officer. Officer Candidates School (OCS) 1s lead to an exciting career in aviation. If you've got 
the first step towards preparing you for a Marin what it takes to be a leader of Marines, you 
futur.e beyond anything you could imagine. 'es could get an office with a spectacular view. 
The l'ew. '1711' Proud. The Marines. 
MAR I N I' 0 FF IC F-'R 
To find out more about be~oming a Marine Corps Pilot, stop by and see 
Capt. Burgess on 3 Sept 1997, 11 :00-2:00 outside the bookstore 
in the University Center or call (800) 338-0741. 
~· I 41 
1405 Jamike Lane 
Suite #11 
Erlanger, KY 41018 
Call or Fax: 606-64 7-0660 
· OCtob,er 1, · 1.997 
Applications are now be-
ing accepted for the Stu-
dent Government Associ-
ation Board of Elections, 
the group of students that 
oversees all SGA elec-
tions for the 1997-98 
school year. 
There is one representa-
tive each from the Fresh-
man, Sophomore, Junior, 
and Senior classes on the 
Board of Elections. 
.There are currently4 seats on the Student 
Benate that are rd;~rved for incoming 
Freshman and transfer students in their first 
semester at Xavier. Elections will be held 
Wednesday, October 1. 
All meetings will ~e in the OKI room in 
the University Center. Applications are available 
outside room 101 F in the 
University Center. Questions? Call 745-3560 
.. 
. Those.interested in running must attend 
only one· of the following informational 
meetings: 
Mon., Sept. 15 
. Tues., Sept 16 · 
Wed., Sept. 17 
. Thurs., Sept. 18 
10- 10:30 AM 
4-4:30 PM 
. 7-7:30 PM 
12 - 12:30 PM 
9- 9:30-AM 
The Siudent Senate consists of 20 
students, elected in theFall and Spring, 
which represents student concerns to the 
administration and greater community. 
They are also responsible for allocating 
budgets and gr_anting charters to all 
student groups. The Student Senate 
meets weekly at 3 PM on Monday 
afternoons in the Terrace Room, 
University Center. All meetings are 
Questions? Call Dave 
Coyle at 745-3191 
.. ·· opento.thepublic.·r• .. 
BELl1'VE IT ORC,.ar.·Ails TlrlS GUY ISIN · · ... 
• • 
Excttementandadventure ship potential and helps 
is the course description, you take on the chal-
and Army RO.TC is the lenge of command. 
name. It's the one college There's no obligation 
·elective that builds I until your junior year, 
your self-confidence, . . so there's no reason not 
develops your leader- to try it out right now. 
~ 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
. For details, visit St. Barbara Hall or call 
745.-1062 
USE YOUR NOODLE! 
We're looking for personality. We want 
people who are enthusiastic, who have 
pride in their work, and who can take 
charge of a situation. We are now hiring 
for all positions. Apply in person 11-4 
back door, or during business· hours use 
front door. · 
We are not closing down! 
417 W. Pete Rose Way 
The Newswire has 
positions available 
for distribution 
manager and 
a~~istant photo 
manager. Call 7 45-
3607 for more details. 
,• •'t' 
wedooday saturday sun day Submit your favorite photo for the Newswire photo of the W(!ek! Each week we will run a student, faculty or staff submitted photo.·· 1 t can be funny, artistic, athletic, etc. The weekly winner will receive a prize 
from the Newswire vault. All submissions must have your name and 
phone number. Pictures will be returned at the end of the semester. 
September 3 
Open Mic Night! 
0 Stop singing in the showers 
and start singing on the Residential 
Mall. This way everyone will see 
andhear you. From 7 - 9 p.m. there 
will be what we hope is great music, 
or maybe just some good laughs. If 
anything, it isn't homework and 
there are refreshments being served. 
0 Can't remember all of those 
important meetings, homework, and 
dates that you planned? Runoverto 
the Cafe Lobby and buy yourself a 
Xavier Daysdayplanner. Only 
$6, and that includes a cool cover 
designed by one of our own XU 
students. 
0 The only 15 letter word that 
can be spelled without repeating a 
letter is uncopyrightable. 
thursday 
September 4 
0 Cincinnati has such a great 
baseball team, so why not cheer 
them on at Cinergy Field. Today 
thru Sunaay, the JR.edls will be 
playing Pittsburgh. The game starts 
tonight at 7:35 p.m. Don't go too 
late, you might miss something. 
0 In the mood to listen to 
Tchaikovksky' s 1812 Overture and 
watch some fireworks? Cincinnati 
Pops Orchestra's "Concert in the 
Parks" series plays at Sawyer Point 
at 8 p.m. This is a freebee!! 
0 Now that we are in the 
swing of things there is plenty of 
time for Must See TV on NBC. Too 
bad they're all repeats. 
friday 
September 5 
I DON IT WANT TO WORK I 
I JUST WANNA BANG ON MY 
. DRUMS ALL DAY! 
OTattoo Tarts Meet 
Monster Men opens tonight 
at 6 p.m. ~n the Xavier Art Gallery. 
The pieces are sculptures by Janet 
LU Rudawsky. The gallery is up at 
Cohen Center. 
OireKJ..ostei:n:an Family 
Oktoberfest startstonightin 
MainStrasse Village, Covington, 
Kentucky. Itwon'tbean~thinglike 
the real Oktoberfest, but it is only 
September. Bet the smell of Bier 
will be the same down there from 5 
- 11 p.m. 
September 6 
ALL MY PEOPLE · RIGHT 
HERE RIGHT NCM. DO YOU 
KNOW WHAT I MEAN? 
0 St. Patrick'sDay is 192days 
away, but it is never too early to get 
ready. You can start by goi~g to the 
Celtic Music and cultural 
Festival at Ault Park. From 
noon - 8 p.m. today and noon - 6 
p.m. tomorrow. You can experi-
ence the music, dance, art, cuisine, 
and spirit of the Celtic counties. 
O "Big Sale X", the city's 
largest garage sale, will be held to-
day from 10 - 9 p.m. and tomorrow 
from IO - 5 p.m. at the Cincinnati 
Convention Center. It's a great 
place to get new furniture or 
accessories for yournew apartment 
or dorm room. Proceeds go to the 
Cincinnati Art Museum, and the "X" 
stands for the tenth anniversary. 
The stuff is probably better than 
what you would get at the Salvation 
Army, and it smells better too! 
September 7 
0At2p.m.,theMen s Soc-
cer Team will playtheirfirsthome 
game of the season against Western 
Kentucky. Kick some butt, boys! 
SPIRIT 
CELEBRATION 
OThe~it Celebration 
Mass will be at 4 p.m. on the 
Residential Mall. Everyone is in-
vited to celebrate the beginning of a 
new school year. Mass will be fol-
lowed by a picnic outside of the 
University Center. 
0 Walk dinner off as you 
head to the Village Gazebo. Why? 
Because Third Wish is 
making Xavier part of their Chasing 
the Sun tour. It starts at 7:30 p.m. 
And if you are still hungry, free 
snacks and refreshments will be 
available. 
IXN'T I.iil<E 
D A. y: . s ·. 
monday 
September 8 
0 Today is the first day of 
M::n::'lay Classes ••. in case you 
were wondering. 
0 Need to get involved? 
Cfu.fJ Ot..lf ""1tte M<Af is 
the place for you. The Residential 
Mall will be swarming with all of 
the clubs from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
New members are wanted by ev-
eryone, and it is a great way to meet 
new people. So get involved, fresh-
men! 
tu es day 
·· September·9 
. 0 K s Choi~e is playing 
at the Garage. Tickets went ori sale 
last Saturday, so hurry up, they might 
go quick. 
0 Passes for the pool on 
the top of Kuhlman Hall and eleva-
tor passes for O'Connor Sports 
Center go on sale today. Please see 
your R.A. or the Commuter Info 
Desk. 
0 See your Student Govern-
ment at work at the Senate a 
o Lovely Day for 
Guinness 
Meeting. They need your com-
ments and suggestions at 3 p.m. in 
the Terrace Room. 
0 The Retdls are still playing 
at Cinergy Field. Today it's against 
the Chicago Cubs at 7:35 p.m., as 
0 95 days until final exams 
begin. If you've already started to 
study; you need a life, or to move to 
the sixth floor of Kuhlman Hall. 
well as Tues~ay night, and 0 Good Luck to all of those 
Wednesday' niglk ·. ·;·- .. < ! : -'·;~::' that have midnight deadlines!!! 
ZIPS CAFE 
HELP WANTED 
Child care wanted for two SPRING BREAK Outgoing individuals - sell 15 
& go FREE. Cancun, South Padre, 
Mazatlan, Jamaica, South Beach 
FL. Guaranteed Best Prices 1-800-
SURFS-UP. 
www.studentexpress.com 
Is now hiring kitchen help, 
the hours are flexible, so we can 
work around your school schedule. 
Stop in and talk t.o us at 1036 Delta 
Ave. Mt. Lookout Square 
children in our Terrace Park home. 
After school from 3 - 6 pm on Mon, 
Tues, Wed. Call 831-4012 in 
HELP WANTED 
H.Q. - Home Quarters · · 
Warehouse 
evenings s.f.i. Sunrooms of America 
$10/hr Guaranteed, multiple 
store locations, nights and week-
ends, pt/ft, high enthusiasm, high 
energy level, professional attire, call GUEST SERVICE 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Howard Johnson East offers a 
professional atmosphere where work can 
be fun and exciting. We're a small, 
progressive organization where individu-
als make a difference. 
HELP WANTED 
Ms Jakola 334-6906 
BABYSIITER NEEDED 
In my Kenwood home. 8-10 
hrs/wk. Must have own car. 
Kind, intelligent caregiver for 
two toddlers. 15 hrs. per week. 
Daytime in home. Mt. Lookout 
Area. Call 533-3991 
HELP WANTED 
References. Flexible hours. $6/hr. 
985-9713 
*Opportunity for advancement 
*Competitive wages 
Musketeer Annual seeking 
writers and editors. Some positions 
paid. If interested please leave a 
message at 745-4221 
. *Uniforms 
* Ongoing training programs 
Apply in person, we're 
anxious to meet you: 
5410 Ridge Ave, 1-71 Exit 8 
or fax resume to 513-631-9293. 
EOE 
HELP WANTED . 
Full or part-time, 'data editors 
needed immediately. Flexible 
schedules - great for college 
students. Some computer experi-
ence required, with a willingness to 
learn and attention to detail/ 
Downtown location with parking 
allowance. Call Chrissie A~ams 
621-8148, M-F 9-5. 
FREE T-SHIRT 
+$1000 
EASY JOB 
Starting 9/1/97: $25/hr. 
Must be able to speak to groups of 
H.S. 'students (100 people for 10 
min), have own transportation, 
Credit Card fundraisers for and be responsible. Must have at 
fraternities, so~ori~es & gro~ps. Any least one day M-F w/o classes 
campus orgamzat1on can raise up to ·between Barn and 3pm. Call 1-800-
$1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/ 472-7501. 
VISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive FREE 
T-SHIRT 
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Step l 
. Step. 2· 
Step 3 . 
Step 4 
Step 5 
Easy Steps To:. 
Add Cash To Your ALL.CARD 
. ·: . 
Instructions for .. Musketeer ALL CARD holders only 
(including Xavier University students, faculty, staff) 
Push any of t].1e RED Buttons 
Push "Add To Card" -> RED Button 
Push "With Cash" ~> RED Button 
· Insert ALL CARD into Card Reader making sure The ALL CARD logo side of the 
·. card is inserted in first . 
As prompt indicates, insert biH(s) into Bill Acceptor slot ($1, $5, $10, or $20 bills) to 
·.your petty cash program· · · 
The system will transfer the funds to the Petty Cash Stripe on your card. There is a 
$50.00 doll~r niaxiJrium you can keep on your Petty Cash Stripe. 
·Transfer Funds From Your Star Bank Account, Using:: 
. .. ··.·.Your· All CARD As Yo~r ATM .Card . 
.. I . 
· I . Step-1 Push any of the RED Buttons 
I Step 2 
. · : . Step 3 ~ush "With Debi~ Gard"-> RED Butto11 ... since· you are· 
.. Push "Add To Card" -> RED Button 
( now using your q1rd as your Star Bank ATM Card .· . 
: Step 4 Swipe your ALL CA~D through the Swipe Reader making sure the Bank Stripe 
1 ·on the back of your card faces in and·towards the white~Arrow · · · 
I . Step 5 .... Insert ALL CARD into Card Reader making sure· Th~ ALL CARD. logo side of the 
I ·. card is inserted in first · · 
.· I Step 6 As prompt indicates, enter amount you want to transfer ($5.00 minimum, $50.00 · 
·l--. ,.. .. ·-~- · .,,.,~~ .,.,.'.:-: ,,..~.: rrifudnium) to.yo.urpetty cash program. Th~n push GREEN "Start" Button · 
l ·.Step 7 :. As prompt indicates, enter your Star Bank PIN (Personal Identification Number) 
1 . · provided.to you by Star Bank. Then·push GREEN "Start"·Button · · · 
I 
. I· ·. · The system then electronically forwards your request to the bank for authorization to · .. 
I · withdraw funds from your StarBank account and transfer the funds to the Petty Cash Stripe 
I · on your card .. · · · 
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Transfer Funds When Using Your Credit Card (Visa 
or MasterCard) To Transf.er Funds To ·Your All CARD 
Step 1 
. Step 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
Step 5 
Step 6 
. Push any of the RED Buttons . 
·Push "Add To Card"-> RED Button 
' . . . . . . 
Push "With Credit Card"-> RED Button 
. . 
Swipe your Visa or MasterCard through the Swipe Reader making sure the Bank · 
Stripe on the back of your.Credit Card faces in and towards.the white.JI Arrow .· 
Insert ALL CARD into Card. Reader making st1r~ The ALL CARD logo side of the 
card is inserted in first 
As prompt indicates, enter amount you want to transfer ($5.00 minimum, $50.00 
maximum) to your petty cash program. Then push GREEN "Start" Button 
. The- system then electronically forwards your request to Credit Ca.rd issuer for 
authorization~ The system w~ll transfer the funds to the Petty Cash Stripe on your card. 
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. ll!Stablished in 198?, D11,ve & Buster's is one o nation' 
best restaurant -and ent6rta1nment conCepts, ind we•.re J>penin 
in the Cincinnati area in September. We're r00k1rig ror the 
right people to continue our long-standing tradition ~s 
an ex c 1 t 1 n i; , w 1nn1 n g t e ~ m • . ..... Ir you're looking ror a great job in a great restauran 
and entertainment bus in es s , he!' e ' s , your opp o !'tu ri i t y .. -to be 
part or a great company with tremendous growth potential! 
We're looking ror the best in the -Cincinnati area ••• 
Waiters, Bartenders, Bussers, Cocktail Serve!'Si Line Cook 
Blackjack Dealers and More! 
5 COMMONS DRIVE • SPRINGDA.Lli!, OH 45a4 
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